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ABSTRÀCT

Two experimental field sites were constructed on Gretna clay and

Leary series in 1984 and 1985, respectively, to lest the applicability

of the Universa] Soil Loss Equation (USr,n) under Manitoba conditions.

Coshocton samplers were used to collect 1.0% of the water and soil

runof f . Four plots, 22.13 by 4.57 m (72.6 by 15 f t), on a unif.om g%

slope were established on each site. Each plot had its own continuous

crop-management system; alfalfa, wheatr coIrì and summerfallow. ploÈ

dimensions and sJ.ope matched standard 'unit' plots used in the develop-

ment of the UStE. This design and the lack of conservation practices

reduced the topography (f.S) and conservation practise (p) factors of the

USIE to unity. Data from tipping bucket raingauges located at each siLe

were used to calculate the rainfall erosivity (n) factor. Crop cover

counts were done regularly to determine the crop-stage period for each

plot. The crop-management (C) factor was determined for each plot for

each soil loss occurrence. Soil property dala from each site was used

in the UStE nomograph equation (¡¡e) and a modified Young and Mutchler

(19-17 ) equation (uYun) to estimate the soil erodibility (n) from their

properties. Observed c and K values were compared to the values

predicted by the UStE.

Rainfall amounts and erosivity (n) values were excessive for 1985,

primarily as a result of two heavy Àugust rainfalls. Soil loss ratios

and observed K values were extremely variable on both sites. However,

the NE and MYME predicted similar K values for each site. The observed

lV -



K value was slightly lower lhan predicted for the Leary sandy loam, and

very much lower lhan predicted for the Gretna clay.

The determination of the USLE's applicability in Manítoba was hind-

ered by poor crop growth, lack of comparable crop-management systems,

psuedo-faIlow plot conditions, experimental soil textures that were

outside the dominant texture range of the soils used in the NE and

MYME's development, and the short duration of the study.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTiON

The problem of soil erosion on agricultural land has been recognized by

governments, researchers and agricultural workers throughout lhe world

for some time. Attempts have been made in the 20th century to quantify

lhis loss through the use of mathematical equations that could, with

small amounts of data, quickly and accurately predict the soil loss from

a field segment or waLershed area.

The most successful of these equations was the Universal Soil Loss

Equation (usr,n), a rainfall erosion prediction equation developed as a

soil conservation tool by Àmerican researchers using data from 24 states

east of the Rockies. Testing of the equation in many parts of the wortd

has red to its widespread acceptance and usage with only minor, if any,

modifications. Many workers in l^lestern Canada cite their close prox-

imity to the region where the equation was originally deveLoped, the

equation's universal application and acceptance, and the lack of

anything better, as reasons for their use of the equation in their work.

I'iith a renewed concern about soil conservation in the agricultural

community as well as the development of soil erosion risk maps by

Provincial soil survey departments, the use of the equation is growing.

However, Canadian prairie agronomic and meteorological conditions

have resulted in higher organic matter contents, different clay miner-

alogy I a more humid cooler climate and different crop-management

systens, in these regions compared to the locations where the American
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research rvas conducted. This causes one to question the validity of the

equation's relationships under Western Canadian conditions. There is,

therefore, a need for a quantitative evaluation of the USLE's applica-

bility in Manitoba.

The purpose of this study tlas to obtain measurements of soil loss due

to rainfall in order to determine how weII the USLE would predict the

results. The soil erodibility (¡t) and crop-management (c) factors were

singled out for evaluation. A second equation for predicting K, devel-

oped by Young and Mutchler (1977), was also examined. Two field sÍtes

were established along the Manitoba escarpnent where accelerated erosion

due to rainfall is prevalent and of concern.



Chapter I i

TITERATURE REVIET^I

2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF SOII LOSS EOUÀTIONS

À discussion of the development of soil loss equations is given by Meyer

(1984) in his paper entitled "Evolution of the universal Soil Loss

Eguation". The following section is a summary of his article.

The study of soil loss due to rainfall began with lhe German scien-

tist Wollny (1888), who first looked at soil physical properties that

affected runoff and erosion. He investigated factors such as steepness

of slope, plant cover, soil type and direction of exposure. He also

studied factors attecting percolation, transpiration, evaporation and

soil compaction.

Sampson and hís coworkers (1918) made the first quanlitative measure-

ments of rainfall erosion in the United States in 1912 on overgrazed

rangeland in Utah. The research was conducted on two ten-acre pIots.

Mil1er and colleagues initiated erosion plot research in 1917 at the

Missouri Agricultural Experimental Station (nuley and Miller 1923,

Miller 1926, Miller and Krusekopf 1932). Plot sizes were 27.66 x 1.83 m

(90.75 x 6.0 ft).

In the 1920's a soil surveyor named Hugh Bennett led the crusade for

a greater avlareness of soil degradation problems (Bennett and Chapline

1928). Together with t. À. Jones, they established ten experimental

stations in nine states using techniques developed earlier by Miller for

3
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evaluating runof f and erosion. Most plots were 22,13 x 1.83 n 02,6 x

6.0 ft, .01 acre). Data and findings of the research were published in

the 1930's and 1940's. Further sites and experiments were added in the

1940's and 1950's to investigate a ¡vider range of condilions.

The 1930's and early 1940's were golden years for soil conservation

research (Helson 1958). The problem of soil erosion and the need for

experimental results were recognized. À pioneering spirit and enthu-

siasm prevailed among researchers as many began researching fundamental

aspects of soil erosion. Àvailablity of adequate funding for staff and

facilites during this time led to the establishment of procedures for

soil erosion research. However, there were sti11 many shortcomings to

the research. The lechniques remained relatively crude. Runoff from

storm events was often caught with large tanks in the absence of time-

rate information. There r+as â common experimentat design, but 1íttle
randomization or replication. 0nly a limited range of Èreatments were

studied and plot conditions often differed from naturaL farming condi-

tions. Most importantly, few relationships were applicable beyond the

loca1 site.

At about this time, equations for calculating field soil loss began

to emerge. Cook (1936) identífied three major variables ínvolved in

soil erosion that later became the basis of soil loss equations. They

t,¡ere:

the susceptibility of the soil to erosion,

the potential erosivity of rainfall and runoff, including slope

gradient and length influences,

the degree of protection offered by vegetal cover.

2

2



zingg (1940) used his own data and the research of others

an equation emphasizing lhe effect of stope degree and ]ength.

A = C 51,4 L0,6

where À = average soil loss / unit area
C = constant of variation
S = percent slope e/"1
L = length of slope (ft)

smith (1941) added crop (c) and supporting practice (p)

5

to develop

zingg's equation, giving it the forn:

A = C 51.14 L0.6 p

This new C factor accounted for the effects of weather, soil and crop-

ping systems.

Browning et aI. (1947 ) added soil erodibility and management factors

to Smith's equation. They also prepared tables to simplify field use of

the equation in Iowa. Advances and adaptations by other researchers led

to a slope-practice method for use in the Corn Belt states.

In 1946, Musgrave led workshops in Cincinnati to broaden the applica-

bility of !he equation. The conference reappraised existing factors and

added a rainfall factor to produce what became known as the Musgrave

equaÈion:

À = Rl,75 91.3s ¡0,35 C B

R = maximum 2 year - 30 minute intensity rainfall
C = '100 for continuous rowcrop or summeifallow
B = soil factor, adjusted for rainfal1, slope and cover

unfortunately, most reports on the equation were unpublished.

The Musgrave equation had the following shortcomings:

The rainfall factor was not adequate to explain 1ocal differences

in rainfall erosivity.

factors to

'1
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3

The reduced slope-length factor resulted

that was too low for some sets of data.

6

in estimated erosion

continuous ror+crop and fallow conditions were found to be not

inlerchangeable and the cover effect of the former vras highly

var iable.

The greatest

gross erosion

ment programs.

Srnith and

f orm:

usage of the Musgrave equation has been for estimating

from large, heterogeneous walersheds and for frood abate-

whitt (1947, 1948) proposed a modified equation of rhe

A=CStKP
C was based on the average annual soil loss from claypan soils for a

specific rotation on a 3% slope, 27.43 m rong, farmed up and down. The

other factors for slope (s), J-ength (r), soíI group (K), and support

practice (p), were dimensionless multipliers to adjust C to other condi-

tions. The authors recognized the necessity of adding a rainfatl factor

to the above equation to make it applicable to a wide geographical area.

The responsibility of obtaining and analysing runoff and erosion data

from U'S. studies was given to the National Runoff and SoiI Loss Data

Cenler, which was established in '1954 under the direction of Walter H.

I'lischmeier. The CenLer's goal was to develop an equation whose factors

would be 1 ) free from any geographical orientated base, 2) represented

by a single number, and 3) predícted from meLeorological, soil or

erosion research data on a Locational basis. F¡ith the help of digital
computers and punch cards to organize and store data, 7,000 plot years

and 500 watershed years of precipitation, soil loss, and related data
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were assembled by 1956. Àt conferences held in '1955-1956, state conser-

vationisls used thís compiled information in an attempt to reconcile

differences among existing equations and extend prediction techniques to

regions where no data had been collected. The resulting equation look

the form:

A=C M S t P K E

where A = estimated soil loss
C = crop rotation factor
M = management factor
S = percent slope factor
L = length of slope factor
P = conservation practice factor
K = soil erodibility factor
[ = previous erosion factor

E was not evaluated but considered when establishing each soil's permís-

sible soil loss 1imit. The equation did not include a rainfall factor

because there was insufficient <iata available.

work by wischmeier, smith and others led to the deveLopment. of a

rainfall factor (n) for states east of the Rocky Mountains in 1958-1959,

and the combination of the previous crop rotation and management factors
(C and u) into a crop-management factor (C) in 1960. These improvemenls

resulled in the present day form of the equation:

À=R K C L S P

Freedom from geographic and climatic restrictions afforded by the equa-

tion led to it becoming known as the Universal Soil t,oss Equation

(usrn).

Wischmeier (1972) summarized the differences between the USLE and its
predecessors as:

À more accurate prediction of level changes of

factors due to a more complete separation of factor

one 0r more

effects.



2, The inclusion of a rainfall-erosion

rater localized estimaLe of erosive

runof f .

I
index providing a more accu-

potential of rainfall and

3. À quantitative soil erodibility factor that is evaluated directly

from research data without reference to any comrnon benchmark.

4, Àn equation and nomograph capable of computing the erodibiiity

factor for numerous soils from soil survey data.

5. A method of including cropping and management interaction

effects.

6. A method of incorporating the effects of local rainfaLl patterns

throughout the year and specific crop cultural conditions in the

cover and management factor.

2.2 COMPONENTS OF THE USLE

The USLE was originally developed in British units. Unless otherwise

stated, all factor values Listed in the literature review will be in

British units. A detailed description of conversion factors and units

for both ¡ritish and Metric systems can be found in Àppendix 1.

2.2.1 Rainfa erosivitv factor (8)

The rainfall erosivity factor (n) can be defined as a quantitative

measure of the potential of rainfall impact and turbulence of runoff to

dislodge and lransport soil parlicles from the field.

Laws and Parsons (1943) produced detailed drop size distribution data

showing that mean drop size increased with rainfall intensity. Other

researchers (laws 1941, Gunn and Kinzer 1949) showed that the terminal

velocity of a water drop increased rapidly at first, then more slowly,
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as the drop size increased. Using these relationships, Wischmeier and

Smith (1958) proposed an equation for determining the kinetic energy of

natural rainfall:
y = 916 + 33'l 1o916 X

where Y = kinetic energy in fool tons per acre inch
X = rainfall intensity in inches per hour

Originally X was given no upper limit. However, work by Carter et al.
(1974) and Hudson (1971) showing that median drop size does nol increase

for intensities exceeding three inches/hour, led to this value being

adopted as the upper limit by wischmeier and Snrith (1978). Using the

equation, the energy level of a rainstorm (E) could be determined from

recording rainguage charts by summing the products of the Y-values and

the rainfall amounts for each successive intensity increment.

By correlating soil loss from tilled fallow plots with a number of

rainfall characteristics and their interaction effects, Wischmeier and

Smith (1958) determined that the product of a storm's total rainfall

energy (n) and its maximum 30 minute intensity (Iro) was the best single

variable for predicting soil loss. This value can be summed for the

individual storms within a time period to get a value of the rainfal]

erosion index (nt )1 for that time period. No correlation could be found

for the relative position of Iso during a storm (early, rniddle, end) and

soil loss (Wischmeier 1959).

The parameter EI is an abbreviation for energy-times-intensity and
refers to the erosion index of any storm or specified time period
encompassing a number of storms. In contrast, R refers to an annual
value equal to the number of erosion index units, plus a faclor for
runoff from snowmeÌt.
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Erosion-potential distribution curves showing the cumulative EI

throughout the year for a given location were introduced by l,lischmeier

(1959) as a toot to be used with crop cover information to determine the

degree !o which a cover would be useful and necessary at different times

of the year to deter erosion.

Àn individual storm was defined by Wischmeier and Smith ('1978) as one

separated from another by at least six hours of no measureable precipi-

tation. Rainfalls of less than one hatf inch (12.7 mm) were deemed

insignificant and disregarded in annual erosion index computations,

unless at least one-quarLer inch (6.4 mm) felI in 15 minutes.

2.2,2 Soil erodibility factor (K)

The soil erodibility factor (tt) for a given soÍ1 is an experimentally

determined, quantitative value defined as the rate of soil loss (tons/

acre) per unit of EI from unit plotsz on that particular soil. K is

used in the equation to differentiate between soils on the basis of

their ability to resist erosion based on their specific soil properties.

Olson and Wischmeier (1963) determined K for some benchmark soils by

rearranging the reduced USLE into the form:

A

l( = --*
R

where R was evaluated from climatic daLa
À = observed soil loss on unit plots

2 ¡ unit plot has been ar
( 1 978 ) as being 22.12 n
slope of nine percent, in
slope. Here, continuous fa
free of vegetalion for mor
tions, C, LS and P are equa

bitrarily defined by Wischmeier
(72,5 f.L) long, with a uniform
continuous fa11ow, ti1led up an
llow means that the land is tille
e than two Q) years. Under s
I to one, giving a reduced USLE:

and Smith
lengthw i se
d down the
d and kept
uch condi-
A=RK.
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Wischmeier and Mannering ( 1 959) used data from simulated rainfa]I

studíes on 55 medium-textured Corn Bel-t soils to study the effect soil

properties had on the variability of soil loss. The resuÌling equation

for estimating K contained 24 variables including 15 soil properties and

their interactions. Although the equation was extremely accurate when

compared with previousJ.y evaluated K values it was too cumbersome and

difficult to evaluate to be a practical field working tool.

To overcome this drawback, Wischmeier et aI. (1971) developed an

equation and corresponding nomograph (figure 1 ) for the estination of K

which required only five (5) soil parameters. They were aided in their

research by the discovery Èhat erosion was highly correlated with two

new parameters; (percent silt + percent very fine sand) and (percent

silt + percent very fine sand) x (percent silt + percent sand). The

inclusion of these two factors improved lhe accuracy of predicting K for

a soil dramatically. The equaLion took the form:

100K = 2..1 Mi.to(.10_4)(12_a\ + 3,25(b_2) + Z.i(c_3)

where M = (percent silt + percent very fine sand)
x (percent silt + percent sand)

a = percent organic matter
b = structure code (t to 4)
c = profile permeability class (l to 6)

Particle size, percent organic matter and sLruclure code are deter-

mined for the upper 15 cm of soil. The permeability class for a soil is

determined from the whole soil profile because the controlling soil

layer is often below the surface horizon. Ninety-five percent of the K

values predicted by the nomograph should be within 1.04 of the measured

value. Observed K values range from .03 to .69. The largest differ-

ences between observed and estimaLed K take place in soils outside the

medium texture range.
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2.2,3 Crop-manaqement factor (9)

The crop-management factor (C) is a dimensionless multiplier defined as

the ratio of soil loss from cropped land with certain plant growth and

management characteristics to the corresponding loss from tilled contin-

uous falIow. Its value is influenced by vegetal growth, crop sequence,

tillage practices, fertility and residue management (l.lischmeier 1960).

t{ischmeier (1960) aetined five crop-stage periods based on the rela-

tive uniformity of cover and residue effects. Soil loss from erosion

plots under various crop rotations and yield patterns rvas determined for

each of these stages and divided by the soil loss from clean tilled
continuous fallow under similar rainfaII, soil and topographical condi-

tions. This ratio, the C factor value for a given crop-management

condition, was tabulated for some examples by llischmeier (1960). The

following formula was also proposed for determining C for a rotaLion:

Cqrot¡ = f, (C for each period)(fraction of annual EI for same period)

Wischmeier and Smith (1978) redefined the cropstage periods according

to percentage of canopy cover because of the variations in ground

protection offered by a crop at a certain time after seeding. Àlso, the

improved and enlarged tables of C values in this publication differenti-

ated between different cropping conditions on the basis of residue cover

as opposed to the previous parameter of yield.

2.2.4 Topoqraphical factor (rS)

The slope length factor (r) and the slope gradient faclor

usually combined into one component by the formula:

LS ={i-(.0076 + .0053s + .00076s2)

where l. = f.ield slope length in feet
s = slope gradient expressed as a percentage

(s), are
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tS is defined as the expected ratio of soil loss per unit area from a

field slope to that from a 72.6 ft length of uniform 9 percent slope

under otherwise identical conditions. Tables and graphs are available

(Wischmeier and Smith 1978) for determining LS quickly and accurately

for slope lengths of 6 to 305 m (20 to 1000 ft) and slope percents of

0.1 to 20.

2.2.5 Conservation praclice factor (t)

The conservation or support practice faclor (p) is a dimensionless qual-

ifier defined as the ratio of soil 1oss from a field with a support

practice in place to the corresponding loss when up and down slope

culture is practiced. Possible support practices include contour

ti1lage, stripcropping on the contour and terracing. If no support

practices are in pLace, P assumes the value of one (1). Tabtes and

charts for determining P for different practices are available in hand-

books (wischn¡eier and Smith 1978]l.

2.3 IVERSÀLI TY OF THE UNIVERSAT SOII tOSS EOUÀTION

Wischmeier qualified the use of the term 'universal' soil loss equalion

in this manner:

None of its factors utilizes a reference point that has direct
geographicar orientation the model should have universalvalidity. However, its application is rimited to states and
countries where information is available for local evaluations
of the equation's individual factors. The relationships,
graphs and tables presented for evaluation of factors
cannot be simply !ransported verbatim to states or countries
Iþq{e the type of rainfall or soil genesis is vastly
different. However, a relatively small amount of weli
designed local research should enable many countries to adapt
the soil*loss equation and its basic relationships to their
situation.3

3 t{ischmeier, I.I.H. 1972, Upslope erosion analysis.
Impact on Rivers. Water Resources pubI., Fort CoIIins,

In Environmental
Colo.
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Nearly al.l data used in the development of lhe USLE were collected

from studies conducted in the Great Plains and Corn BeIt regions of the

U.S. The USLE's individual factors and the equation as a whole have

been tested and evaluated both inside and oulside of this region. The

result has been the acceptance, rejection, and/or modification of the

equation in whole or in part by different mernbers of the world-wide

research and agricultural community.

2.3.1 Factor evaluation

2.3.1.1 The rainfall erosivitv (t) factor

One of the most researched and modified factors of the USLE has been the

rainfall erosivity factor, R. Many different erosivity indices have

been proposed and tested. In Zimbabwe, Hudson (1971) found the KE>25

index, the total kinetic energy of the rain falling at intensities of

more than 25 nn/h, to be the best indicator of erosivity. Expanding

Hudson's research, Elwell and Stocking ( 1975) determined that Ei s and

EIrs, a storm's kinetic energy times its maximum 5- and 1S-minute inten-

sity, respectively, were lhe best predictors of soil loss on plots with

high and medium crop cover, respectively. In Nigeria, tal (1976a,b)

reported a good correlation of soil loss with the ¡Iso index, a storm's

total raintall amount times its maximum 30-minule intensity. Fosler et

a1. (1982) proposed a combined rainfall*runoff facLor, EIÀ, which was

defined as the product of a storm's maximurn 30-minute intensity and the

square root of the rainfa]l times runoff volumes.

Ulsaker and Onstad (1984) regressed soil loss on a tropical soil and

15 erosivity factors including EI3e (uSr,g), KE > 25 (Hudson 1971), EIrs

(nlwell and Stocking '1975), ÀI so (rat 1976a,b) , and EIA (Foster et at.
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1982). The best overall rainfall erosivity factors were AI 1 5 (r2 =

.73), ÀI¡o (r2 = ,72), EIrs (r2 = .71) and EI¡o (r2 = .69). Even better

results were obtained from those variables which combined rainfall and

runoff faclors, such as EIÀ (r2 = .75).

t.Iilliams (1975) proposed a modified USLE (uuSr,n) for predicting soil

loss from watersheds. The rainfall energy factor, R, was replaced with

a runoff energy factor ll.8(Qqp)0'56 where, for each storm event, Q =

runoff volume for the watershed in m3 and qp = the peak runoff rate in

n3/s. Testing of the MUSTE by Smith et al. (1984) on Southern P1ains

grasslands showed good correLation belween measured and predicted soil

loss values.

Àteshian (1974) proposed a simpler, less lime consuming procedure for

determining the rainfall erosivity for liestern and North Central states.

His equations were based on a proposed generalized distribution curve

for storm rainfall and the maximum once in two (2) year, six (6) hour

rainfall depth in inches. this method was used to extend the USIE

Handbook (I.Iischmeier and Smith 1978) rainfall erosion index map west of

the U.S. Great Plains.

Van Vliet et a1. (1976) used Àteshian's procedure to calculate annual

rainfall erosion indices for Southern Ontario. Wall et al. (1983)

extended the approach to include all areas of Canada east of the Rocky

MounLains. Àteshian's formula was also applied to monthly rainfalt

extremes to determine seasonal distribution patterns. The computed R

values and distribution patterns of several stations near the

Canadian-U. S. border compared favorably to those determined by

Wischmeier and Smith (1965) for northern U.S. locations (nigure 2).
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Generalized distribution curves of storm rainfall given by McKay

(1970) and Hogg (1981) do not agree with that given by Ateshian (19741

(nigure 3). Hogg analyzed the time distribution of storm rainfall of

one (1) hour and'12 hour duration for 35 Canadian stations with 25 year

records. He found that, contrary to Aleshian's findings, distribution

appeared to be independent of the rainfall intensity, and that substan-

tial differences in distribution belween regions rlere present. McKay's

generalized distribution curve vras specifically for large prairie rain-

storms.

Kachanoski and de Jong (1985) found that the actual annual R value of

340 (Sl units) for Saskatoon was best predicted using McKay's approach

(R = 350), cornpared with Àteshian's (n = 850) and Hogg's (R = 170)

methods. Kachanoski and de Jong also pointed out that the Àteshian

equation overestimated R values for MonÈana stations that were used by

l{alI et al. (1983) to verify use of this procedure on the prairies.

In cooler climates, soil loss associated with snowmelt and rain on

frozen ground can be significant. A 10 year study by Burwell et aI.
(1975) on Minnesota fallow soils showed a soil loss from snownelt of

6.8% of. the annual total. In the u.s. Pacific Northwest, 50 - 90% of

the annual erosion can take place under conditions of surface thawing

and snowmelt (I.tischmeier and smith 1978; crops and soils 1983). The

portion of soil loss due to snowmelt for Northern Alberta is estimated

to be 80% (Goettet et al. 1981).

In many areas the existing methods of determining R values do not

account for this phenomenon. I.fischmeier and Smith (1978) recommended

that a subfactor Rs be added to the annual R. Rs would be equal to 1.5

times the local December to March precipitation in inches of water. In
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other v,ords, if a location had an annual R value of 100 (in British

units), and a water equivalent December to March precipitalion of 5

inches, then the adjusted R value would equal 100 + 5(1.5) or 107.5.

The seasonal distribution of R would also be altered to reflect lhe

higher annual R value and the inclusion of the time of thaw runoff.

The limited data base and wide area of application of this procedure

gave rise to questions as to its vatidity in all areas. Van Vliet and

WaI1 (1981) measured winter soil loss for three years on spring plowed

corn plots in Southern Ontario. They found the December to April losses

to be about 10% of. annual, compared with the 17% predicted by the USIE.

In their development of a rainfall erosion isoerodent map for Canada,

I^1a11 et al. (1983) used a modified approach developed by McCoal et al.
(1976) for deterníning soil loss on Pacific Northwest soiIs. In Wa]1 et

aL.'s study, Rs was equal to the percentage of annual precipitation that

feIl during the months when the soil was frozen . ns/100 x R then gave a

wintertime precipitation index that when added to R adjusted the annual

R value to account for winter conditions

2.3.1.2 The soil erodibilitv (K) factor

Although a very good field tool, the USLE nomograph for estimating soil

erodibility and the equations leading to its development have not been

r{ithout criticism. In their originaL study of soiL property interac-

tions and their effect on erodibility, .Wischmeier and Mannering (1969)

found lhat the derived equation accurately predicted the K value of some

benchmark soils, even though the montmorillonite content of several

soils was higher than those used in deriving the equation. By measuring

soil loss on 20 West coast range and forest soits, Trott and Singer
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(1983) found the best erodibility predictor to be a combined smectite

plus vermiculite clay mineralogy term. They pointed out lhe importance

of considering parent material and soil genesis, sornething the UStE

nomograph does not do.

Young and Mutchler (1977 ) have suggested that for northern soils,

measured K is poorLy correlated to nomograph K values due to less weath-

ering than southern soils. They noted that these soils of the north

have a greater amount of montmorillonite which increases aggregatíon.

To show this they calculated the soil erodibility factors fron measured

soil loss for 13 Minnesota soils, using the formula ( = A/RCtSP.

Nomograph K values were shown to overestimate the erodibility of three

(3) soils and underestimate six (6) when compared to the observed

values. À new five (5) variable regression equaLion rJas proposed for

estimating K values from soil propert,ies. It took the form:

K= -0.204+ 0.3854 - 0.013¡+ 0.247C + 0.0030- 0.0058 R2 =.90

where A = aggregate index ratio
B = percent nontmorillonite in the soil
C = bulk density G/cnsl
D = percent siLt plus percent very fine sand
E = dispersion ratio

Two variables - aggregate index and percent nontmorillonite

explaíned 75% of the variation. Steele (1979) suggested that this equa-

tion may be more suitable to Manitoba soils, as the degree of weathering

and percenl montmorillonite would be more similar to Minnesota soils

than those from the south.

Other models have also been proposed for determining soil erodi-

bility. The New South Wales Soil Conservation Service proposed an

Àustralian erodibility index made up of soil detachability and waler
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transmission components (Charman 1 978 ) . Bruce-Okine and LaI ( 1 97b)

proposed a procedure for using a modified raindrop technique in deter-

mining soil erodibility of two (2) tropical soils in west Nigeria.

Iindsay and Gumbs (1982) evalualed soil erodibility of four (4) tropical

soils using the UStE nomograph, the Àustralian erodibility index and the

modified raindrop technique. The indices correctly predicted the erodi-

bility class of four (4), trlo Ql and zero (0) soi1s, respectively.

The nomograph parameters do not account for organic matter levels

over four (4) percent. When presenting the nomograph, Wischmeier et a1.

(1971) reported that whether or how much K changes when organic maLter

leve1s exceed four (4) percent vras not delermined. The practice of

nomograph users has been to treat soils with greater than four (4)

percent organic matter as if lhey had four (4) percent (steele 1g7g).

2.3.1.3 The crop-manaqement (9) factor

Àlthough C values for standard crop-management systems have proven reli-
able through use' special tillage or cover situations still appear to

need adjustment. This applies to conservation tillage, rangeland and

forest areas, and mínimally tested cropping systems.

Van Doren et al. (1984) found a 45% increase in soil loss after

soybeans compared to corn. This is higher than the USLE prediction of

25% and lower than most other research which reported íncreases of 43 to

700%. Àlso, the USLE predicts a 30% decrease in erosion from nontill
compared to till. Other researchers report a 56 to 75% decrease. Van

Ðoren et aI's study showed a soil loss ot. 90% lower than predicted by

the USLE for a nontill system.
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À 24 year study by Burwe}] and Kraner (1983) on central Missouri clay

pân, showed observed soiL loss h'as 54 and 63% of that predicted by the

USLE for systems of conventional and conservational tillage of corn,

respectively. Jones et al. (1985) found USLE predicted erosion to be

double that observed in a six (6) year waLershed runoff study. They

suggested that possible causes could be an insufficient study period

length or a USLE C value which was too high. Wendt and Burwell (1985)

also concluded that annual C factor values found in handbooks were too

high for conventional, reduced and no-ti11 corn. Dissmeyer and Foster

(1981) described new procedures recommended to replace C values in the

UStE handbook, Tables '11 and 12, f or woodland.

2.3.1 .4 The topoqraphy (r,S) and conservation practice (!) factors

The LS and P factors have also been modified and refined to suit

different siLuations. 0riginalIy, mean slope steepness vras used for

predicting soil loss on irregular slopes. Young and Mutchler ( 1 969)

poinLed out that soil loss is most dependent on a short slope length

immediately above the point of measure. Except where slopes were

uniform, average slope was not a good soil loss indicator. Onstad et

al. (1967) developed a model for use with the USLE for predicting soil

loss on concave and convex slopes, which showed soil loss to be greater

on convex slopes than on similar lenglhed uniform or concave slopes.

Subsequent equations have been derived (Foster and Wischmeier 1974,

Wischmeier 1974) for evaluating LS for irregular slopes, changes in soil

type along a slope and changes in the crop-managenent situation along a

slope for slope segments of equal and unequaÌ lengths.
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I^iilliamson and Kingsley (1974) pointed out the benef its of contour

farming. Their study in South Dakota showed a 51% to 82% decrease in

soil loss when switching from up-and-down slope tillage to contour

tillage on a corn-oats rotation. This compares with an USLE prediction

of 50 to 75%, Foster and Highf i J.J. ( 1 983 ) proposed P subf actors to

account for interterrace deposition - Pc for conservation planning which

would account for losses on each terrace, and Py for sedimen! yield

which would calculate losses from the whole field.

2,3.2 Whole esuation evaluation

The USIE has been used in many different areas of lhe world with varying

degrees of success. Hart (1984) measured erosion on mountain rangeland

of various slope gradients in Utah under faIIow, notill/no cover, and

sagebrush/grass vegetation situations. The plots had high organic

matter leve1s. Even though the USIE predicted soil loss amounts that

were approximately equal to that measured for the sagebrush/grass plots,

Hart noted that Èhe USIE overestimated loss on sleep slopes and under

dry soil conditions, while it underestimated loss under wet conditions.

Hart concluded that the USIE can be used on wildlands if modified for

steep slopes, residual roots, high organic matter leveIs, and anLecedent

moisture.

À two (2) year study by Àldrich and Slaughter (1983) on subarctic

soils revealed that erosion predicted by the USLE was 21% grea|er than

measured on an annuai" basis, and up lo 174% greater on an individual

storm basis.

The USLE has also been used in erosion assessment studies and models.

Snell (1985) used the USLE to determine the potential erosion from high

risk watersheds in Southern Ontario. Muessig el a1. (1985) assigned
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homogeneous USLE factors to 40 acre parcels of land using rainfall, soil

survey and aerial photograph data to determine potential soil loss for

Minnesota. Two models - CREAMS (USn¡ 1980) and EPIC (t{illiams et al.

1983) - have utilized the USIE in their procedures for determining soil

productivity losses due to erosion.

in Canada, the use of the USLE has usually been accompanied by a

blind trust in its applicability to loca1 condifions. Van Vliet et aI.
(1976) estimated the average annual erosion on 1 3 agricultural

watersheds in Southern Ontario using the USLE procedure. tosses due

to the effects of freezing, thawing and snow melt were not taken into

account in Èhe study. Van Vliet et al. pointed out that the difficulty
in using this method was tha! the predicted erosion was not equal to the

sediment leaving the watershed, as deposition in the field was not

accounted for in the equation.

Àctual measurements of soil erosion in Southern Ontario laken over a

four (4) to six (6) year period were found to be not significantly

different from the USLE predicted losses at P = 0.1 (Van Vliet and Walt

1979). Once again, loss from snorlmelt and frozen soil was not consid-

ered.

Stephens et al. (1985) deternined USIE factors for areas in New

Brunswick using aerial photographs. Àn accuracy of. 88% t 1-2% was

reported when the method was compared to field soil loss estimates made

using existing handbook values. de Jong et al. (1986), also working in

New Brunswick, found that soil loss in erosion areas determined by the

137Cesium method correlated well with that estimated by the USLE. Where

deposition rvas occurring with or without simultaneous erosion, the USIE

overestimated soil losses.
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Steele (1979) tried to apply the USLE to two Q) Manitoba regions

using soiÌ survey and climatic data and published reports. Soils with

organic matter levels over four (4) percent were given lhe value of four

(4) percent when determining their erodibility from the nomograph. It
was found that topography accounts for most of lhe erosion variation in

the regions. Snow melt and frozen soil was not considered in the study.

Shaw (1981) cited the difficulties in using soil survey reports for

determining USLE factors, pointing out the need for reporls Èo include

slope length, percent very fine sand and field permeability data in

order for K and L to be derived.

2,3.3 Errors iI equation testinq and application

In assessing the value of studies that confirm or refute existing USLE

factor values and their prediction of soil loss, one needs to keep in

mind the lengfh of and replication in the study. The rainfall erosivity

(n) value is based on a 22 year weather cycle proposed by Newman (1970).

For any given year, R may be equal to less than one half or more than

two !imes lhe 22 year average. Even ten (10) year averages can signifi-

cantly bias results (Wischmeier 1976).. During USLE testing it was

noted that 58 of the 88 deviations greater than 1 ton/acre from the

average annual soil loss resulted from the use of data records less than

one half of the length of the 22 year rainfall cycle (Wischmeier 1972).

The measured soil erodibility (n) values can fluctuate on a storm

basis due to anlecedent surface conditions and storm characteristics.

Soil may be dry or presaturated, fresh tilled or crusted. Wind direc-

tion and velocity as well as time of high intensity rainfall may vary

between storrns and within storms. The presence of an intermittent

fragipan may have a variable effect on soíI loss as well.
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(C) value may be affected by the time of

variable residual effects of til1age, and

Wendt et aI. (1985) studíed the variability of soil loss from 40

side-by-side, clean-ti11ed fallow plots f,or 25 natural rainfaLl events.

Excluding sma1l runoff events, event coefficients of variation for soil
loss was relatively constant at about 20%. Measurement, collection and

sampling error were deemed small compared to the total unexplained vari-
ability. The authors suggested within-plot spatial variation in infil-
tration, erodibility, furrow geometry, and the number, arrangement and

breakdown rate of clods as possible causes of variability. Increasing

the number of replications decreased the size of the confidence interval

dramatically.

The USLE is a statistical equation with variables evaLuated by rela-

tionships based on the best percentage of variations explained.

Refinements needed only for short-run predictions were sacrificed in the

interest of conciseness and simplicity so as to produce a convenient

working tool for soil conservation planning. ttischmeier (1976) encour-

aged users of the usLE to use caution, pointing out that applying the

equation to situations for which its factor values cannot be determined

is a misuse.

One example of misuse is the estimation of watershed yield limits.
K, c, Lt or s cannot be averaged over a complex watershed. The

watershed must be subdivided into homogeneous units and deposition

accounted for. Ànother example of misuse is the application of the

equation to specific rainfall events. Using the actual EI and C values,
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for numerous reoccur-

that cropstage period.

will vary widely in

One of the mosl common error sources in USLE usage is poor factor

value selection. This can occur when criteria used in seLection are not

specific enough. For example, applying a particular C value over all
corn land rlithout considering management practices is incorrect.

Applying C and P values to slope lengths greater than those for which

the practice is effective is an error. Extrapolating beyond the range

of existing data fron which the equation was derived is also an error.

When deterrnining slope length, one mus! note that this extends from the

origin of overland flow to deposition or channels. Irregular slopes

cannot be averaged but need to be computed from special formuLas. The

addition of subfactors to the annual EI value may be needed to account

for snowmelt in areas of cooler climates and hurricanes in sub-

tropical areas.

It is also stressed that the equation predicts sheet and ri11 erosion

from slope segments represented by specific topographical factors. This

is different from field sediment yietd which includes all soil loss on

slopes less all deposition in the fie1d.

2.3,4 Metric conversion

Þtith an increasing international acceptance of the USIE and the contin-

uing push for adoption of the international System of Units (Si) world-

wide, the need to convert the USIE to metric units and dinensions is

obvious. Several researchers have proposed different procedures for

accomplishing the conversion.
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Wischmeier and Smith (1978) included procedures for computing factor

values in metric, but these were for an older metric system using

different units and conversion factors than the SI system. Others have

attempted to include conversion values that would give factor values

similar to those for the original British system (l¡itchell and Bubnezer

'1980; USDÀ supplement 1981). Foster et aI. (1981) have given a method

of converting lhe USLE to true SI units while keeping the factor values

significantly different from existing values so that they are distin-

quishable as such. Additional details on metric conversion are given in

appendix A, page 80.

2.4 SYSTEMS FOR MEÀSURING SOII IOSS

MiLchell and Bubnezer (1980) identified five (5) areas of equipment

needed for runoff plots:

1. plot boundaries to define the measured areai

2, collecting equipment to calch and concentrate runoff from the

plots;

3. conveyance equipment to carry runoff to a sampling unit;

4. sampling unit to aliquot the runoff and soil loss into manageable

quantities; and

5. storage tanks to hold aliquot portions of runoff and soil loss

for analysis.

Many different devices, including soil mounds, sheet metal strips and

wooden planks, have been used to isolate experimental runoff plots from

the surrounding area. Pointing out lhat these materials are expensive

or subject to deterioration, Hudson (1957) proposed the use of flat
asbestos-cement planks set on edge and supported by round steel pegs.
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In order to be effective, border depth below and height above ground

needed to be sufficient to prohibit water movement, vegetative growth,

and rodent tunnelling across them (Dendy et al, 1979). Common depths

and heights are 5 to 30 cn and 7 to 25 cm, respectively (see Table 1).

Collectors located at the lower end of the plot usually consist of a

sheet melal trough buried in the soil to a depth that will allow runoff

to flow over its front lip and, unimpeded, into the trough. Dendy et

aI. (1979) recommended that troughs be wide enough for easy cleaning

(20-25 cm) and be sloped to lheir middle at at least five (5) percent.

It was also suggested that, for wide plots (i.e. 6-'10 m), runoff be

concentrated by appropriately positioned plot borders before it enters

the collectors. Hudson (1957) also reporled Lhat the troughs should

remain covered during rainfall events, as significant error could result

during light rains.

The conveyance equipment most often is a variable length pipe or

rectangular channel, connecting the collector to a sampling unit. The

conveyor should have only sufficient slope for good drainage (Parsons

1954). If a flume ís included in the design, the channel should match

its width.

Tota1 sampling systems (rSS) which collect all the runoff in large

storage tanks have been used for small plots (tabte '1 ). The water-

sediment mixture is measured, lhen sampled for further laboratory anal-

ysis. Slot-type samplers are preferred because they can be used on

larger areas and sample volumes are reduced to manageable quantities.

Multislot divisors, first discussed by Geib ('1933), subsample runoff

by causing it to pass through five (5) to 15 rectangular slots, only one
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TÀBIE 1

Designs used in runoff and soil loss studies

Type of
Researcher(s) Study't

Boundary
Devicest

Col lec tor
Des i gn

Flume
Type

Sampl i ng
Unit

Àldrich and
Sla ughte r

Batchelder (1972)
and Jones

Cordukes (1950)
et al.

Greer (1971)

Gumbs and
Li ndsay

(1982)

Hudson (1957)

Jones et a1. ( 1 985 )

MacGregor ( 1 966)

Menzel (1978)
et aI.

Nickolaichuk (1978)
and Read

(1983) P wooden
borde r s

covered
ra in gutter

metal
trough

brick
channel

metal
trough

c onc rete
t r ough

TSS

TSS

slot
di vi sor

H coshoc ton

ceíb 1/7
di vi sor

chickasha

c oshoc t on

pumping
sampler s

P

Pm
d

P mela
d=12

etal strips
=15 h=15

P

I strips
h=1 0

P asbestos-
cement d=7 h=7

I^¡

P metal strips
d=5 h=25

W earth
dykes

HS

H

H

w V-notch
wier

HS

smith (1984)
et aI.

Van Vliet (1979)
and Wal-I

I.¡

H periodic
manual
sampl i ng

flumes suspended
or wiers sediment

samplers

Wendt et al. (1986) P

Wi I1 iamson ( 1 974 )

and Kingsley

P

P metal strips
d=1 0 h=1 0

silt-sampling
wheel

1/9 multi-slot
divisor

divisors

* P = fractional -hectare plot
W = watershed

t d = depth of boundary device in cm
h = height of boundary device in cm
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(1) of which passes its aliquot to another collecLion tank. This effec-

tively divides the sample. Sludge tanks for collecting the majority of

the sediment are located between the conveyance channel and the divisor,

while one (1) to three (3) aliquot tanks are located after the divisor.

Flumes are also located on the conveyance channeL if flow-rate informa-

tion is desired. Runoff volumes and sediment losses are determined by

water depth measurements and subsampling lhe solution while hand mixing.

Ànother automatic, continuous sampling slot-type device is the

Coshocton sampler, first developed by W. H. Pomerene in lhe mid-1940's

(Parsons 1954). The unit consists of a small H flume which discharges

runoff water over a slightly inclined water wheel, causing the wheel to

rotate. Àn elevated sampling slot mounted on the wheel extracts an

aliquot as it passes through the discharge, once per revolution. The

subsample is passed through the base of the wheel into storage tanks.

Runoff volume and sediment losses are determined in a similar fashion as

described for multislot divisors. The portion of runoff sampJ.ed is

1/3, 1/2 or 1 percent of the total, depending on the model. Parsons

(1954) found sampling error increased significantly at discharge rates

over 80 percent of flume capacity.

For design purposes of all fractional-hectare runoff measuring

systems, it is assumed that the maximum runoff rate is equal to the

maximum five (5) minute rainfall rate and sample storage space is equal

to the aliquot porlion of the maximum 48 hour runoff event (Uutchler

1963).

Other methods have been designed to sample runoff from small

watersheds. Dendy (1973) developed a system whereby a transversing slot
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moved back and forth through the flow nappe of a Parshall flume. The

portion of the flow extracted was furlher reduced by sample splitters.

The system was good for computing sediment concenlration, but poor for

determining total sediment or runoff volumes, because lhe portíon of

flow extracted decreased as discharge increased.

Àutomatic pumping samplers have been used for watersheds when remote-

ness, or flashiness of runoff are involved or when good concentration

graphs are required. Àn example is the widely used modified Chickasha

sediment sampler, which is able to sample 28 pint bottles in '12 hours

(¡IIen et aL 1976, Miller et al. 1969). The pump is activated by an

increase in stream depth and fills each bottle at a preset time

interval.



Chapter III
MÀTERiÀtS ÀND METHODS

The objective of this study was to obtain measurements of soil loss due

to rainfall for the purpose of evaluating the crop-manâgement (C) and

lhe soil erodibility (x) factors of the USLE under Manitoba meteoro-

logic and agronomic conditions. To accomplish this, field experiments

rvere initiated to quantify runoff from natural rainfall events for

different crop-management systems and soil types.

The C value vras experimentally determined by dividing the soil loss

from a cropped plot, Ac, by that from the fallow plot, Àf, or C = nc/nf..

The C values determined in this way were compared to those given by

Wischmeier and Smit.h (1978) for similar crop-management conditions.

Cover counts were used to determine the crop stage period of each crop

at the time of a soil loss occurrence.

The K vras experimentally determined by dividing the loss from faIlow,

Af, by the erosion index, EI, or K = At/El. This measured K value was

compared to K values calculated from soil property daLa using the UStE

nomograph equation (Hg) and a modified Young and Mutchler equation

(uyun). The NE, previously described in the literature review, has lhe

form:

100K = 2.1 r41 .14(10-4)(12-a) + 3.25$-2) + 2.5(c-3)

where M = (percent silt + percent very fine sand)
x (percent silt + percent sand)

a = percent organic matter
b = structure code (l to 4)
c = profile permeability class (l to 6)

- 33
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In their original developmenl of a K predicting equaLion, Young and

Mutchler's ,1977) multiple regression of variables was biased by lhe use

of an inconsistent number of replications for each soil. Eleven soils

were replicated four (4) times while two (2) soils had five (5) and ten

(10) replications, respectively. Measured K values from each replica*

tion were used in the regression. Regressing the average measured K

value for each soil with its soil property values gave a new equation

(uvun):

K = -0,146 + 0.334 - 0.00588 + 0.225C + 0.0019¡ - 0.0035E
(R2 = .89)

reheÞt A = aggregate index ratio
B = percent monlmorillonite
C = bulk density ft/cnl)
D = percent silt plus very
E = dispersion ratio.

tn

fine

total soi 1

sand

Measured K and soil properLy values used in this multiple regression are

listed in appendix D. The soil properties used in the NE and MYME will
be defined in section 3.2, pages 48 and 49.

3.1 FIELD EXPERIMENT

3.1 .'1 Site locations and descriptions

Two experimental field sites were sefected in the escarpment and Agassiz

beach landscape areas of South-Central Manitoba. They were chosen on

the basis of their uniform slopes and contrasting surface lextures.

The first site was surveyed in May, 1984 and eslablished later that

summer. It was located near Miami (lega1 description NE2-5-7I.I) on an

imperfectly drained Gretna clay, developed on Cretaceous clay overwash

or outwash of weaLhered shale clay derived from escarpment ravines

(ntfis and Shafer 1943). The site has a southerly exposure and a recent

continuous cropping hislory.
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The second site vlas surveyed in October, 1984 and established in the

spring of 1985. It was located near Roseisle (legal description NW

18-5-7I^t) on a well drained Leary sandy loam underlaid by sandy material

(E1lis and Shafer 1943). The site has a westerly exposure and a crop-

ping history of a wheat-wheat-summerfallow rolation. Site locations are

shown in Figure 4.

Four plots, 22.13 x 4.6 m (22.6 x '15 f eet), were construcled at each

site, on a uniform 9% slope. These length and gradient parameters were

so chosen because they matched the dimensions of the standard erosion

(unit) plots used most frequently in the developmenl of the USIE. The

topographicat factors of the equation (r,S) are numerically equal to 1.0

under these standard plot conditions, and thus are eliminated when

analyzing other factors in lhe equation. the width measurement rras

chosen to facilitate the use of tield machinery on the plots and so the

total p).ot area would equal 0.0'1 ha.

3,1 .2 Esuipment descri Þtion

Spruce boards, 2,0 x '18 cm inserted 8 cm into the soil along the plot

periphery, made an effective barrier to water movement onto or off the

plot. Removable end boards allowed for access onto lhe plots by field

equipment. Àdjacent plots were separated by a 'l m grassed walkway.

À 4.6 m (1S foot) long aluminum trougha was installed at the base of

each plot to collect the runoff and direct it into an H f1ume. The

trough was 28.6 cm (11.25 inches) wide and was sloped at 10% from one

end to the other. The lower end of the trough was bolted to the flume

a Supplier: Canadian Rogers Western (1971 ) f,ta. 1109 ltinnipeg Àve.,
winnipeg, Manitoba R3E 0S2
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this joint with silicone. The trough was dug into the

the edge against the ploÈ was 5 cm (2 inches) below the

This allowed for unrestricted flow of runoff soil and

trough. The back of the trough was 30 cm (12 inches)

surface to provide support for the attachment of a hinged

Àng1e iron was suspended 15 cn (6 inches) above the

edge to provide support for the lids.

Coshocton samplerss were chosen as the means of sampJ.ing the runoff

and sediment (rigure 5). A 61 x 76 cn (24 x 30 inch) patio block was

used as a base to support a steel rod stand which in turn supported the

sampler and a water level- recorder.6 The sampler consisted of a 15 cm (5

inch) high H flume nhich directed a stream of runoff water onto a finned

wheel causing the wheel to rotate. The 30 cm (12 inch) diameter wheel

had on its surface an elevated slot running the radial length of the

wheel. As the wheel rvas propelled, the slot passed under the flow once

per revolution. Àt this time, runoff flowed into the slo! and colÌected

in a holding pan under the wheel. Since the area of the slot was 1% of

the wheeI, the sampler collected 1% of. the runoff and sediment. The

runoff then flowed by gravity lhrough piping into removable 20 I collec-

tion containers that were connected in series and filIed sequentally.

Attached to the side of the flume nas a stilling well in which the

float from the water level recorder was housed. Runoff water entered

this well through holes in the side of the f1ume. Float, and lherefore

water level height, were recorded on lhe water level recorder. Using

5 Supplier: Engineeri
Mínnesola 55041 USÀ

ng Laboratory Design Inc. Box 278 take City,

6 Supplier: Belfort Instrument Co. 1600 S. Clinton Street Baltimore,
Maryland 21224 USÀ
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the relationship between water level and flow rate obtained during caJ.i-

bration, the runoff rate during each storm was calculated.

The sampler, stand, water level recorder and containers were housed

in a large plywood box, the top of which doubled as a swing-back lid for

easy access. Drainage pipes sloped at 1% led away from each box in

order to remove uncollected soil and water. Excavation for the troughs,

samplers and drainage pipes r.¡as accomplished by a municipal back hoe.

Burnett (p¡'n¡ report 1983, unpublished) reports that the most severe

storm in'18 years of records for the site area deposited 8.4 cm of rain

in six (6) hours in 1968. Collection system capâcity was designed to

accommodate maximum flow rates of 5.7 L/s at 80% flume capacity and

total runoff on the summerfallow plot of 5.7 cm. Collection container

capacity was 60, 40, 40, and 20 L for summerfallow, wheat, corn and

alfalfa plots, respectively, reflecting the expected decrease in runoff

on cropped pIots.

Tipping buckel and standard rainguages were installed on each site

a short distance from the plots. À method described by Wischmeíer and

Smith (19i8) was used to cornpute the EI from the tipping bucket rain-

guage charts for each rainfall. Rainfall intensity data from a weather

station located between the two sites was used in instances when there

vlas a large discrepancy belween data from the standard and tipping

bucket rainguages on siLe. A rainfall event was defined as per the

following criteria:

a period of rainfall separated from another period by at least

six (6) hours of no measurable rainfall; and
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rainfall

period, or at least 6.4 mm fell in 15 minutes or less.

After each significant rainfall, the plots were checked for runoff.

If runoff had occurred, the used collection containers were exchanged

with empty ones and the soil that had settled out ín the troughs was

collected. These samples r+ere then oven-dried and weighed. The weight

of soil collected in the conlainers was multiplied by 100 and added to

the weight of soil in the trough to determine total soíI loss from each

p1ot. If a subsequent soil loss event occurred before the containers

could be exchanged, the consecutive events were analyzed together as a

single event.

3.1.3 FieId operations

Four different crop-management systems - 1 ) continuous alfalfa , 2)

continuous wheat (residue removed, stubble cultivated), 3) continuous

corn (residue renoved, stubble cultivated), and 4) continuous summer-

fallow - were represented by one plot each on each site. The Gretna

clay was seeded in 1984 and 1985, the Leary sandy loam in 1985 only.

Varieties used were Rambler alfalfa, Benito wheat and Pioneer 3995 corn.

Seeding and fertilizing were done according to guidelines outlined in

Field Crop Recommendations for ManiLoba. For weed control, Embutox E,

Hoe-grass II and Àatrex Plus were used on the alfalfa, wheat and corn

plots, respectively.

ÀIfalfa was underseeded to wheat seeded at one-half rate (S0 kg/ha)

in the establishment year. The year 1985 became the establishment year

for both sites as the catch on the Gretna clay in 1984 eras too poor to

maintain a stand. The alfalfa seed was broadcast on the prepared
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seedbed and harrowed over twice. À11 wheat was drill seeded and corn

was hand planted. Row spacings for wheat and corn were 18 cm (7 inches)

and 9'1 cm (35 inches), respectively. lJheat and corn plots were tilled
once before seeding and once after harvest with a 2.3 m wide cultivator

equipped with sixteen shovels (15 cm wide). Corn plots were also row

cul!ivated twice during the growing season. Summerfallow plots were

shallow tilled every three to five weeks with the previously described

cultivator. À11 of the tillage operations were done up and down the

slope in order to remove the conservation practíce factor (p) from the

analysis, i.e. P = '1 .

Harvesting of all wheat took place at crop maturity. corn r¡as

harvested at about 65% whole plant moisture. Stubble height ranged from

10-20 cm for wheat and 5-'10 cm for corn. Whole plant samples were taken

from three one square meter areas on each cropped p1ot, representing the

upper, mid, and lower slope. À11 plant residues were removed from the

plots after harvest. P1ant dry natter and seed yield were delermined

for all crops where applicable. Alfalfa and corn samples were dried to

constant weight at 800C. Vlheat samples were dríed at room temperature

and lhreshed to determine seed yield.

Tables 2 and 3 contain a summary of the field
Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam sites, respectively,

operaLions of the

for 1 985.

Kå.4ffi r"ji\{$bdäåq$ålrv mF M&NüTffiffiÅ [f ü3F{ÉtFìträS i
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TÀBLE 2

Summary of field operations for Gretna clay in 1985

Date Operation (nate) nquipment used (Size)

I,lheat Apr. 29
Àpr. 29
Apr. 29
Àpr. 29
Àpr. 30
June 1 3

JuIy 5

JuIy 9

0ct. 2

Corn Apr. 29
Àpr. 29
Àpr. 30
May 23
June '10

June '13

June 14
JuIy 9

Àug. 2

Sept.25
0ct. 2

ÀlfaIfa May 23
June 7

June 1 0

June 1 0

Aug. 2

0ct. 2

Fallow Apr. 29
June 1 0

July 5

July 30
Sept. 5

0ct. 2

cultivation
broadcast 34-0-0 (,27 t/ha)
seed wheat (.1 t/ha)
band 1 1 -55-0 ( .08 t/ha )

harrow
Hoe-grass II (3.5 l/ha)
cultivation
seed wheat (.1 l/ha')
deep ti11

cultivation
band 1 1 -5s-0 ( .08 t/ha )

ha r row
seed corn ( 75,000 plants/ha )

row cultivation
side dress 34-0-0 (.27 t/ha)
spray Àatrex plus (5.0 I/ha)
row cultivation
spray malathion
harvest - residues removed
deep tiII
broadcast '1 1-55-0 ( ,12 t/hal
cult ivate
broadcast wheat (.05 t/ha)

alfalfa (10 kg/ha)
ha r row
spray malathion
harvest - residues removed

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tiII

cultivator (2.3 m)
hand spreader
press drill (1.5 m)
press drill
harrow
back pack sprayer (15 1)
cultivator
press drill
cultivator

cultivator
press drill
harrows
jab planter
cultivator
manual
back pack sprayer
cultivator
back pack sprayer
sickle mower (.9 m) rake
cultivator

hand spreader
cultivator
hand spreader

harrows
back pack sprayer
sickle mower - rake

cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
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TABTE 3

Summary of field operations for Leary sandy loam in 1985

Date Operation (Rate) nquipment used (size)

Wheat

Corn

Àlfalfa

Fallow

May 22
May 22
May 22
June 1 9

Àug. 2

Sept. 1 0

0ct.21

May 22
May 22
May 23
May 23
June 7

June '19

JuIy 9

Àug. 2

Sept.25
0ct. 21

May 22
May 22
May 22
May 23
May 23
June 1 9
Àug. 2

Sept. 1 0

May 22
June 7

JuIy 5

JuIy 30
Àug. 28
Oct. 21

.08 r/ha )

000 planr s/na)

cultivalion
band 1 'l-55-0 (

seed corn (75,
harro¡v
row cultivation
spray Aatrex plus (5.0 I/ha)
row cultivation
spray malathion
harvest - residues removed
deep tiIl

cultivation
seed wheat (.1 t/ha)
band'11-5s-0 (.08 t/ha)
spray Hoe-grass I I ( 3.5 I/ha )

spray malathion
harvest - residues removed
deep ti11

cultivator (2.3 m)
press drill ( 1.5 m)
press drill
back pack sprayer (15 i)
back pack sprayer
sickle mower (.9 m) rake
cultivator

cultivator
press drill
jab planter
harrows
cultivator
back pack sprayer
cultivator
back pack sprayer
sickle mower - rake
cultivat,or

cultivator
press drill
press driIl
hand spreader
harrows
back pack sprayer
back pack sprayer
sickle mor+er - rake

cultivator
cult ivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivalor

cultivation
seed wheat ( .05
band 1'1-55-0 (.0
seed alfalfa (10
harrow

t
I

spray Embutox E ( 3.0 I/ha )

spray malathion
harvest - residues removed

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tiII

a
)

/na't
kg/n

kg/ha
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3.1.4 Cover measurements and crop staqe periods

À modification of the point-line method, described by Wischmeier and

Smith (1978), was used to determine the percent canopy and mulch cover.

These two variables are defined, respectively, as

the percentage of the field area that couLd not be hit by
vertically falling raindrops because of canopy interception

and ... the percentage of lhe field area that is covered
by pieces of mulch lying on the surface.

À 150 cm (5 ft) rope with ten evenly spaced markings, vlas randomly

placed ten times across each plot at a 45 angle to the crop rows. The

number of markings that had their vertical line of sight to the ground

blocked by a plant part or mulch piece became the percent cover. When

the crop height reached 15 cm the rope r+as replaced with a horizontal

bar that was marked every 15 cm. The bar, which reached to the grassed

walkway on either side of the plot, h'as suspended over the canopy by two

dual-pod stands. À thin, 5 mm wooden dowel was vertically positioned

between the bar and the soil surface at ten consecutive, randomly chosen

marks. The number of times at least one plant part contacted the dowel

became the percent cover. The bar and stands were repositioned, and the

procedure replicated ten times per plot.

Canopy cover counts were done regularly during the growing season,

while mulch cover counts were done before emergence and after harvest.

Count values were used to determine the crop stage period and aid in

choosing appropriate USIE C values for comparison with experimentally

determined values.

Crop stage periods given by Wischmeíer and Smith (1978) were modified

to account for the presence of a winter period and the absence of turn-

plow tillage. À descriptíve comparison of the two systems is given

be1ow.
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Wischmeier and Smith (1978)

Period F (rough fallow) - turn
plowing to secondary til1age.

Period SB (seedbed) - Secondary
tillage until the crop has
developed 10% canopy cover.

Period 1 (establishment) - end
of SB until crop has ileveloped
50% canopy cover.

Period 2 (development) - end of
period 1 until canopy cover
reaches 75%.

Period 3 (maturing crop) - end
of period 2 until crop harvest.

Period 4 (residue or stubble)
harvest to plowing or nevr
seed i ng .

Modified System

Period l{ (winter) - last falt
tillage to first spring tillage.

Period SB (seedbed) - first spring
tillage until crop has developed
'10% canopy cover.

Period 1 (establishment) * end of
SB until crop has developed 50%
canopy cover.

Period 2 (development) - end of
period'l until canopy cover
reaches 75%.

Period 3 (maturing crop) - end of
period 2 until crop harvest.

Period 4 (residue or stubble) -
harvest until final fa11
t i llage .

3.2 SOIt CHARACTERISTICS

For the purposes of soil property determinations, ten soil samples,

taken to a depth of 15 cm, nere removed from the two field sites in the

grid pattern shown in Figure 6. Samples were taken on either side of

position 6 because soil disturbance took place there when the drainage

pipes were installed. Soil property determinations from 6t and 6R were

averaged to derive a value for position 6. The soil properties deter-

mined from these samples included particle size analysis, percent

organic matter, aggregate index and dispersion ratio. Bulk density was

determined in the field, while structure code, permeability cIass, and

percent montmorillonite were estimated from soil survey data and field

observation. Soil erodibility, K, rvas calculated for each grid position

using the NE and MYME, and lhen averaged to obtain an estimated K for

each site from eachequation. (Soit characteristics for each grid posi-

tion on each site are given in Àppendices C and D. )
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G1 G2 G3

B1 B2

G8 G9 G4

B4 B3

*********** *******Tt*** *********** *lr*********

G7 c6r G6R G5

*********** denOteS cOllectiOn system

Figure 6: Plot diagram showing grid (G) and bulk density (g) sampling
positions.
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'1. Particle size analysis. Percent sand, silt and clay were deter-

mined using the standard pipette sampling method described by

Kilmer and Àlexander (1949). The components of the sand fraction

were determined using a mechanical shaker.T Percent gravel was

determined by weighing the pebbles Left on a 2 mm sieve after wet

sieving a 100 g soil sample. Size fractíons were divided

according to the Canadian classification system (Canada soil

survey commitLee'1978).

2. Orqanic matter. Organic matter content was determined using the

1934 Walkley-BIack chromic acid oxidation method. Àn automatic

titrator was used to back titrate excess KzCrz0z with f'eSO¿.

3. Aqqreqate index. A 200 g soil sample was sieved through a 9.5 mm

and a 2.0 mm sieve for 15 minutes on a mechanical shaker. The

weight of the 2 - 9.5 mm fraction was divided by the weight of

the rest of the soil sanple.

4. Dispersion ratio. A modification of a procedure described by

Middleton (1930) was used to determine the 20 micron suspension

percentage. À 500 mL acrylic cylinder was filled to a voÌume of

400 mt r¡ith distilled water at roon temperature. Àn equivalent

of'10 gm of oven dry soil was added. The mouth of the cylinder

was stoppered and turned end over end for 20 cycles. The sample

was placed on a bench and sampled with a 10 mt pipette at a

deplh of 10 cm after the appropriate settling time according to

Stokes Law for particles greater than 20 nicrons. The percent

silt and clay (<50 microns) was determined using the standard

pipette sampLing method described by Kilmer and Àlexander (1949).

The dispersion ratio was calculated using the following formula:

Supplier: Humboldt Mfg. Co. Chicago, illinois 60656 USA
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Suspension percentage
Dispersion ratio

%silt+%c]-ay

BuIk densitv. A field determination of bulk density was accom-

plished using a 25 cm3 core sampler. The oven dry weight of the

soil retained in the sampler was divided by the sampler volume.

Samples were taken at two depths (0-2.5, 7.5-15 cm) close to the

four corners of the site (nigure 6). Bulk density for each grid

position was estimated as follows:

sitÍon How determined
BD1

(sol + noz\/2
BD2

(su2 + BÐ3)/z
BD3

(nn3 + BD4)/2
BD4

(no¿ + BDlr/z
( sol +nu2+BD3+s¡4) /4

Àverage gravimetric water content of the soil at time of sampling

was also determined.

structure and permeabilitv. soil surface structure and profite

permeability were estimated for both sites based on soil survey

reports, fieLd observations and consultation with M. Langman

(t'lanitoba soil Survey).

Percent montmorillonite. The procedure for determining the

percent montmorillonite in the clay fraction usually involves

x-ray difraction and specífic surface area measurements.

However, difficulties involved in carrying out such a procedure

and the fact that, at best, the resulting value is an estimation

with large confidence intervals, prompted an estimation of

percent montmorillonile based on a comparison of values for soils

with similar clay fractions. A paper by Madden (1974) provided

the values for other soils.

2

3

4

5

6
7

I
9

6

7



Chapter IV

RESUITS AND DISCUSSION

Data gathered from both sites in 1985 included rainfall amount and dura-

tion, soil loss amounts, crop and mulch cover counts, flow rate charac-

teristics of runoff, and various soil property values. Data collection

took place during the sites'operational period which began on May 9 for

Gretna clay and June 4 for Leary sandy Loam. Both sites ceased opera-

tion on 0ctober 25, 1985.

4.1 S0rr ross

À summary of soil losses and rainfall characteristics for 1985 is given

in Table 4. Soil loss was extremely variable on bolh sites in 1985,

surpassing the generally accepted tolerable soil loss limit of '1 1 t/ha

on all plots except alfalfa. Low soil loss values for the Gretna clay

plots on August 5th may have been a result of sedimentation on the

rotating Coshocton sampler wheel, causing a stoppage in rotation and a

interruption in sampling. Runoff for the storm ending on Àugust 17th

exceeded the capacity of the collection system on all plots; therefore,

results for that date are given as minimum soil loss values. Àctual

soil loss in 1985 was likely much greater than the values shown for all
eight (8) plots.

One would expect that the Gretna clay would be more affected by

antecedent moisLure conditions than the teary sandy loam due to a lower

infiltration rate and a hígher water holding capacity for the Gretna

-49-
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TÀBIE 4

Summary of rainfall and soil loss data for 1985

Date Total Maximum Rainfall
Rainfall 30 min Erosivity
(mm) InLensity Factor R

(mm/ir) (¡,r.: mm ha-1 h-1)

Soil toss (t/na) from

alfalfa wheat corn fal1ow

GRETNÀ CtÀY

May 12 38,2
29 17.6

0. 57
0.13
0.05
0.05

0. 56
0.63
0. 09
0. 07

0"56
0,25
0.64
0.61

31

June I
22
23
24
25

1 88.20
32.51
6. 08

18.83
55.25
4,02

18.39
'13.31

11.52
41.3s

6.83
14 .52

660. 54
42.80

932.03
12,20
5.83

1 43.06

26.
9.
3.
8.

17.
4.

10.
6.
3.

'1 6.
7.
8.

46,

10.2
11.2
14 .2
5.6
9.6

11.4
20.6
9,4
4.4
9.0

62.4
23.8
30.4
11 .4
12.8
26,4

28
'13

16
20

5
12
11
23

'1

I
9
I
I
5
4
4
I
I
I
6
2

6

0
4
6
4

0

0

0

0
>3

E*
E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

0.'11 0 .46
0.s1

1 .04
1.38

0.19

.07

.99 >1 0.34 >28.82

E

EJuly

À ug

.10
"04
. '18

.03

.83

0.10
0.02
0.35

0. 10
0.03
0.15

"ut
.03
.34

0

0

0

0
18

10"
35.

6.
3.

24.
Sept.20
0ct.23

0. 01
1.23

0"05
0.17

0.01
0.2s

0.08
0 "24

TOTAL 428.6

TEARY SANDY LOAM

2207.27 >5.53 >21.49 >14.85 >31.66

0.04 0.04 0. 04 0.03

E 0.08 0.01 0.01

E 0.03 0.05 0. 05 0.05

June

epts

July
Àug.

0c!.

0.74
19.93
2.71

1 3.93
12.77
23.57

660. 54
35.64

432.73
14,37
5.41
4.04
1 .68

45 .71

14
16
21

25
28
20

5
12
17
23
14
20
28
23

4.
12.

Ã.

15.
19.
7.

0

0
4
0
2

I
4
0
0

0

5
I
2

2

'1.

8.
3.
5.
4.

8"
18.
8"
5.
2.
2.

'11.

4
I
7

6

5

6

2
I
0

0
4
4
9
2

62.
23,

123.
11.
5.

13.
ô.

20.

1"45
12,89
0.70

>3.92

0.91
8. 57
0.95

>12,33

0.33
11.83
3.46

>35.29
0 .07

1.14
0"95
0,12

>0.40

13.
46.

E

E

E

E

E

E

T0TAr 325.6 1273.77 >2.72 >19.44 >23.34 >52.05

* E indicates occurrence of a rainfall event as defined by
criteria oullined in Methods and Materials, page 39.
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clay. This would cause the soil to remain wet and vulnerable to runoff

longer after a rain. The Gretna clay also has a tendency to shrink when

dty, causing surface cracks to develop which would increase initial
infiltration and acl as calch-basins to soil-laden runoff. The Leary

sandy loam, with its high infiltration rate, low water holding capaciLy,

and low shrink-swelI potential, has a less variable soil moisture

content and should be less affected by antecedent soil moisture.

There was evidence, on the Gretna clay site, that soil loss was, at

times, affected by antecedent moisture conditions. Some rainfall

evenLs (June 22, July 13) occurred after a prolonged rain-free period

and produced no runoff from any plot on this site. Some rainfalls (l,tay

31, June 25, JuIy 16, 20, Àug. 5, 12,17') occurring a short time afÈer

other rainfalls, produced soil losses, even though some of their EI

values were small. However, this trend was not always consistent, âS

some rainfalls (Sept. 20, 0ct.23) occurring after long rain-free periods

produced significant soil losses, while other rainfalls (June 23, 24,

Aug. 12, 23) occurring shortly after a rainfall produced little or no

soil loss. The expected trend of soil loss being unaffected by antece-

dent moisture conditions on the Leary sandy loam was evident throughout

the operaLional period with the possÍble exceptions of June 25, Àugust

12 and Sept. 20 when previous rainfalls may have had an effect on lhe

amount of soil loss that occurred on these days.
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4 "2 RÀINFÀLI CHÀRACTERI STI CS

The characteristics and erosivity index values of alI .1985 rainfalls of

a minimum 4.0 mm are summarized for both the Gretna clay and Leary sandy

loam sites in Table 4. The total EI represents only an approximation of

the annual R value for'1985, since spring rains before the operational

period and an adjustment factor for winter conditions (ns) were not

included. In spite of this, erosivity index values for the period

exceeded WaII et al.'s (1983) estimate of the annual R value of 1160 for

both sites.

The criteria proposed by }tischmeíer and Smith (1978) and adopted in

this study to def ine a rainfall event, would exclude 7 (t'tay 3'1 , June 23,

24, 25, July '16, 20, August 23) of the 18 rainf alls over 4 mm f or the

Gretna clay, and 6 (June '14, 16, 21, Augus| 23, September 14, 28) of the

13 rainfalls over 4 mm for Leary sandy loam. The actual decrease in the

tofal R value would only be 3.4 and 3,5%, respectively. More impor-

tantly, a! least one plot registered soil loss after 4'non-event'rain-

falls (May 31, June 25, July 16, 20Ìr on the Gretna clay site. This

compared to soil loss after one'non-event'rainfa1l (August 23) on the

Leary sandy loam site. These soil losses v¡ere insignificant, amounting

to less than 3.0 and 0,1% ot the operating period total for the Gretna

clay and teary sandy Loam fallow plots, respectively. They occurred

when soil moisture leve1s were high.

0n the other hand, two rainfall events (June 22, July 13) on the

Gretna clay and one (June 28) on the Leary sandy loam produced no meas-

urable soil loss from any plot. The Gretna clay rainfalls occurred

after an extended rainfall free period and dry soil surface conditions

prevailed. The Leary sandy loam rainfall had a relatively low R value.
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The rainfall data for'1985 is characterized by a large total rainfall

amount and two major storms ending on Àugust 5 and Àugust 17. These two

storms made up 72.7 and 86.0% of the tolal erosivity index for all meas-

ured rainfalls for Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam, respectively. They

indicate the potential for highly erosive rainfall events to take place

in the area. Losses that occurred at this time were minimized by good

crop cover conditions.

4.3 CRoP-MANAGEMENT (q) r¡CrOn

Crop growth conditions on both sites were generally good in spring with

adequate moisture levels and moderate temperatures prevailing. However,

a relatively dry period from late June to early Àugust, coupled with the

high water tension characteristic of the Gretna clay and low water

holding capacities and fertility levels for Leary sandy loam, resulted

in poor crop growth throughout the period. Precipitation and wind asso-

ciated with August storms produced excessive moisture conditions and

plant structura). damage. Slight aphid and grasshopper danage vlas

evident on all crops, while borer damage to corn was extensive. Large

wildlife damage vras also evident on all crops, especially corn.

Chemical spray contamination led to the dessication of the Gretna

wheat plot in late June. Reseeding took place in early JuIy. Low mois-

ture conditíons and grasshopper damage caused poor gernination and a

poor stand on this plot for the remainder of the growing season. Final

yields for all crops were below the average for the site areas. Yield

data is given in Table 5.
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TÀBtE 5

Crop yield data for 1985

Crop
Total Àbove

Ground Dry Matter
( tslha )

Seed Yield
( kglha )

GRETNÀ CtÀY

IEÀRY SANDY IOAM

c orn
wheat
al falfa
wheat (alfalfa )

c orn
wheat
alfalfa
wheat (alfalfa )

4020

13
2900 1 140

1510

1 030

4.3.1 Cover cgulrqF

Mu1ch and crop cover (tabte e) values were combined with field operation

information to produce a graphical display of cover for each crop on

each site (rigures 7 and 8). The limitations to crop growth described

in the previous section resulted in lower than expected cover vaLues for

all crops. Neither lhe Gretna clay nor the Leary sandy loam corn plot

reached the second crop slage (50 to 75 o/o canooy cover), and neither

wheat plol reached the third 05 % canopy cover to harvesl). The

alfalfa plot with its nurse (wheat) crop reached the third crop stage on

the Leary sandy loam, but only the second crop stage on the Gretna clay

due to a lhin alfalfa stand on the latter. (The reader is referred to

section 3.1.4, page 45, for a more detailed description of crop stages.)

4330
3 980
27 60
1 080
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4 .3 .2 Soi I Loss rat i os

soil loss ratios (i.e. the soil loss from cropped plots dÍvided by the

soil loss from fallow) as given in Table 6 were determined for all rain-

falls that caused soil loss on the fallow plots. Theoretically, the

ratio values should be less than one¡ âs summerfallow was set up to

represent the least possible erosion resistance condition.

TABTE 6

Ratio of soil loss from cropped treatment to that from fallow for 1985

Date
of storm

Soil Loss Ratios
ÀlfaLfa Wheat Corn

Crop Stage Period
(Estimated % Cover)
Alfalfa Wheat Corn

Est imated
Soil Loss Ratios*

Àlfalfa Wheat Corn

GRETNA CtÀY

May 12
29
31

June I

Àug. 5
17

Sept .20
0ct. 23

LEARY SANDY IOAM

.00

.00

.58

.00

.33

.02

.52

.08

.08
,42
.80

'1 .00
2.52
0.14
0.11
5.47
1 .00
0.67
2.33
0.36
0.13
1 .04

0.62
0.52
0,62
0,42
0.42
0.42
0.22

0.79
0 "62
0.62
0.62
0.42
0.79
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.79

0. 55
0. 55
0. 55
0.55
0. 55
0.55

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

tQ
0

5

1.3
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6

.00

.00
1

0

0

0
2

0
1

2

0

0

0

1 .33
4.39
1 .09
0.20
0. 28
0.11
8.00
1 .00

1

1

1

2

2

2
4

1(
2(
2(
2(
2(
2(
4(
4(

20
13 *
13
13

70
70
71

0. 5s
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.06
0.06

SB(O
SB(1
sB(1
SB(3
sB (4
1 (12
2(32
2(37
2ß4
2ß4
r^r(4)

30
30
42
40
38
39
45

sB(3
1 117
1(18
1 (30
2 (s5
sB(8
1(15
1(19
1 (22
SB(6
I^¡(5 )

JuIy
25
16
20

io
40
48
57
62
55
5'1

.00

.27

.66 -

.53

.71

June 25
July 20
Aug. 5

12
14
17¿

Sept.20
0ct.23

82)
83)

(++
(28

3

5

I
3

1

'1

0

0

'l .33
2,75
0.72
0.27
0.45
0.35
1 .00
1.00

60
60
70

1

'1

1

1

1

1

4
I^¡

40
40
46
46
46
47

I{(3 )

* after Wischmeier and Smith (1978)
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The inconsistencies and variabil.ity in the soil loss ratios are

difficult to explain. Gretna clay corn values are high early in the

seedbed (Sg) period as the cover and tillage conditions are similar to

lhat of summerfallow. However, this does not explain the low values

later in the same period. There was evidence lhroughout the year thaÈ

the rotation of lhe sampling wheels on the summerfallow plot was hind-

ered by high sediment load in the runoff, which may have decreased the

loss from summerfallow at times, giving artificially high ratios for

those storms.

Extremely high values for the first two soil loss events on the Leary

sandy loam may have been an anomaly since the plots were returning to

equilibrium after installation. Lower than expected values determined

for the next four soil loss events may have been partially caused by

broken and bent plants that due to their decreased heights, lowered the

velocity, and therefore the energy level of intercepted raindrops.

Àlso, broken plant parts Iying on the soil surface absorbed raindrop

impact and intercepted runoff. Poor crop grol,th throughout the season

led to poor stubble protection after harvest. Sedimentation on the

wheels may have been a factor in the last soil loss event of the year.

The literature specifies that fallow plots used in the determination

of soil loss ralios must be tíIled and kept vegetation free for at leasL

two years. Às wel1, they must be plowed and placed in conventional corn

seedbed condition each spring. They should be tilled as needed to

prevenl surface crusting and vegetative growth. The year 1985 was only

the second year of fallow for both sites. Soil loss was probabLy

reduced by the residual mulch cover, incorporated residues and the resi-

dual effect of the previous crop system. Soil loss was also affected by
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the absence of spring plowing. Cultivation, the only form of tillage

used on the fallow plots, rvas delayed at times due to excessive sub-

surface moisture conditions, allowing surface crusting lo take place,

especiaÌly on the Gretna clay. The interaction of all these plot condi-

tions may have affected the soil loss from the fallow plots and there-

fore the observed soil loss ratios for each crop-management system.

4.3.3 Comparison of C values

Di f ferences in the exper imental crop-management systems and those

described in tables of soil loss ratios given by wischmeier and Smith

(1978 ?ables 5, 5a, 5c) nade di.rect comparison of the ratios difficult.
The reclassification of lhe crop-stage periods (section 3.1.4) and the

low cover values throughout the growing season increased the difficulty.

Wischmeier and Smith gave soil }oss ratios for one system of grain

afÈer grain with residue removed. However, in their example the stubble

was disked under as opposed to lhe procedure of cultivation used in this

study. Values for this system as given in the literature are listed in
Tab1e 6 according to the appropriate crop stages for the Gretna clay

wheat plot. The same system was used in the establishment year of the

Gretna clay alfalfa plot. The effect of the alfalfa growth was to be

reflected in higher cover values in crop stages 3 and 4. For two months

after harvest of the wheat cover crop, the alfalfa cover was included

with the wheat slubble in cover determinalions. Thereafter the crop rras

considered to be established meadow. No winter period for alfalfa was

allowed for in the literature.

All Leary sandy loam crops vrere seeded into summerfallow with grain

residues. A number of grain on summerfallow systems proposed by
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Wischmeier and Smith were differentiated on the basis of the residue

cover. Since pre-emergence cover counts were not taken on this site,

choosing a conparable crop-management system from lhose given by

Ilischmeier and Smith (1978) was difficult. However, it was noted that

grain residue cover rvas very low in spring, and therefore the ratios of

the system with'10% cover were listed in Table 6 for relative comparison

with the experimental values determined for the wheat and alfalfa plots.

Too many differences existed in the tabulated and experimental crop-

rnanagement systems for corn to permit comparison. Systems r+ith field

cultivation as the only tillage were given, but none included removing

residues. À11 residue removal systems included spring or falI turn-

plowing. There rlas no system of corn on summerfallow given.

4.4 S0rr ERoprBrrrrY (1) r¡cron

4,4,1 Predicted K values

À summary of the average soil property values for each site is given in

Tab1e 7. The struclure code value of 4 given to each soil was based on

a classification of very hard coarse anguì.ar to sub-angular blocky

structure for the Gretna clay and weak to very hard medium sub-angular

blocky structure for Leary sandy loam. À permeability class of 6 was

given to the Gretna clay based on its swelling potential, massive struc-

ture when wet and the presence of shale in the profile. No considera-

tion was given to infiltration via large surface cracks that developed

when the soil was dry, because runoff was more like1y to take place when

the soil was wet. The Leary sandy loam was given a permeability class

of 2 because, even though initial infiltration was rapid, the Bt horízon

may have been sufficiently developed to slow infiltration somewhat.



TÀBLE 7

Àverage soil property values for the field sites

Site % silt + % silt % Organic Structure Permeability Àggregate % Montmor- BuIk Suspension Dispersionv. f.sandr + sand Matter Code Class Index iltonitet Densityr eeråenbage nàtio

Gretna
c lay

Leary
sandy
I oam

30. 10 49.59 4.28 64

24

0. r 93

0.115

15.12 1 .44

1 .54

15.01

3.19

19.12

12.9824 .1s 88 .95 0.85 3.45

:;;;i=;;;;;;;;;;=; ;;=;;;;;;;=;;=;;;;;=;;=;il=;;:==
tpercentage of total soi l.
*in g,/cm3.

crl
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For the purposes of estimating percent montmorillonite in the total

soil, Plum Cou1ee (ep horizon), with a fine to coarse clay ratio of

2.721 and a 42% and 2% montmorillonite content in the fine and coarse

clay fractions respectively, r+as assumed to have clay minerology similar

to both the Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam. The values for the Plum

Cou1ee soil were combined with particle size data for Grelna clay and

Leary sandy loam to derive an estimate of the percent montmorillonite in

each study soil.

Due to lhe change in bulk density with soil water content in some

soils, samples for the determination of this property were taken shortly

after a rainfall while soil moisture leveIs were fairly high. Àverage

gravimetric water contents of the bulk density samples were 28% for

Gretna clay and 14% f.or Leary sandy loam.

Calculated and observed K (t h MJ-1mm-1) values are listed in Table

8. From the nomograph equation (¡¡g), a K value for Gretna clay of

0.0273 was calculated. This compares to 0.036 for Àustin cl-ay, the only

clay textured benchmark soil used in the NE's original verification

(Wischmeier el a1. 1971). The low content of preferentially eroded

particle sizes - silt and very fine sand - and the high organic matter

content, with its effecLs on aggregation and soil strength, combined to

produce a low K value in the GreÈna clay. This was offset, however, by

the high structure code and permeability class values for the soil.

À11 but two of the nine Gretna clay soil samples recorded organic

rnatter levels higher than the 4.0% upper Iimit. When an upper restric-

lion of 4.0% was placed on all grid positions, the average organic
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TÀBtE 8

Observed and Predicted K VaIues

v¡\
(t n uJ-1 mm-1)

(uJ
EI Af
h- t ha-1) (t ha-1)

observed* NEf
xtsi

MYMET

xtsx

GRETNÀ 1275,24
ctÀY

IEÀRY
SÀNDY

t0ÀM

2,84 0.0022 0.0273 r 0.0021 0.0187 r 0.0027

841.04 16.76 0.0199 0,0246 t 0.0018 0.0291 t 0.0030

*K observed = ¡f/gl.
tThese equations are described on pages 33 and 34.

matter level for the site fell Eo 3.79% and the K value rose to 0.0279,

This was a 2.2% increase in the K value from the non-restricted value of

0.0273.

The Leary sandy loam's estimated K value as calculated by the NE was

0.0246. This compared to 0.036 for Cecil sandy loam, the only benchmark

soil of that texture used in the NE's original verification (Wischmeier

et aI. 1971). The Leary sandy loam had a low silt plus very fine sand

conlent and high permeability, which together promote low soil erodi-

bility. These were offset by the very low organic matter content, and

lhe blocky structure of the soil which did little to reduce erodibility

further.

In its original testing,

in the medium texture range.

loam soils fall outside this

the NE proved to be most accurate for soils

Both the Gretna clay and the Leary sandy

texture range.
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UnIike the NE, the modified Young and Mutchler equation (uyun)

accounted for the infLuences of clay mineralogy and aggregation. The

MYME value of 0.0187 for the Gretna clay was significantly lower than

the NE value of 0.0273. À cool climate has caused less weathering of

this soil than in those of the Southern and Central U.S. The resulting

higher montmorillonite content should lead to a high degree of aggrega-

tion and subsequent low soil erodibility value. The high percentage of

montmorillonite in the clay fraction of the Gretna clay ß1.2) coupled

with an high percent clay (50.4), produced a high value for the percent

montmorillonite in the total soil of 15,7%. This high level of montmo-

rillonite has the effect of reducing, substantially, the MYMETs

prediction of K. No other test soil used in Èhe MYME's development had

a clay content greater than 36%, or a montmorillonite content over

10.5%.

The aggregate index value for the Gretna clay of 0.195 was lower than

10 of the'13 soils which constituted the MYME's developmental data base.

This low value was in part due to lhe presence of aggregates greater

than 9.5 mm in the same soil samples. It may be that the rotary method

of sieving used in the development of the equation was less destructive

than the 15 minute mechanical shaking procedure used in this study.

There was an indication that aggregate index would almost double if
separation of the size fractions were conducted without mechanical

agi tat ion of t.he soi 1 aggregates. I f alL other parameter values

remained unchanged, doubling the aggregate index would approximately

double the K value of the Gretna clay soil.

The average dispersion ratio for the Gretna clay was greater than a]l

but one soil used in the equation's development. This was because the
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average suspension percentage (15.01 ), the numerator of the ratio, }'as

nearly twice the highest value of the test soils (7.94), One would

expect the dispersion ratio to be low in a well-aggregated soit with a

high organic matter content such as the Gretna cl-ay. It would appear

that the Gretna clay r+as susceptibLe to severe aggregate destruction

upon quick-wetting due to processes of slaking and differential expan-

sion. tike percent montmorillonite, the relatively high dispersion

ratio had the effect of substantially reducing the K value for this

soi 1.

it would appear that caution was needed when applying the MYME to the

Gretna clay as it was outside the range of soils from which the equation

was derived. The Gretna clay soil had a clay content, estimated montmo-

rillonite content, and suspension ratio greaLer than all 13 soils used

in deriving the equation. ÀIso, it had a very low aggregate index and a

very high dispersion ratio.

The MYME value of 0.029'l for the Leary sandy loam was slightly higher

than that predicted by the NE. The estimated percent montnorillonite in

the clay fraction and in the total were both within the test soils'

range, âs were bulk density and percent silt plus percent very fine

sand.

The aggregate index for the Leary sandy loan was very low, probably

for the same reasons outlined for the Gretna clay. The aggregate index

was lower than the Gretna clay value due to its lower structure grade

(strength). This very J.ow aggregate index value would greatly reduce

the predicted K value.
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Às was the case with the Gretna clay, the Leary sandy Ioam dispersion

ratio value was high; however, the reasons were probably different. The

average suspension percentage for Leary sandy loam was low at 3.19%, due

in part to the high sand content. For the same reason, the denominator

- percent silt plus percent clay - was also smaIl. The combination

resulted in a very high dispersion ratio, giving the false impression

that the Leary sandy loam had a low K value because it was poorly aggre-

ga ted.

The deceptively high dispersion ratio and the possible underestima-

tion of the aggregate index suggested that the MYME's predicted K value

may be slightly low for Leary sandy loam.

4,4.2 Observed K values

K values were determined for both sites for each soil loss occurrence

and for the operating period. For individual storms, K was determined

by dividing the soil loss from fallow by the erosion index (et ) for the

storm. To determine the overall average value of K for the entire oper-

ating period, the total soil loss from fallow during the period was

divided by the cumulative EI for all rainfalls greater than 3.8 mm. The

soiL loss and EI values for the Àugust 17th storm were excluded, due to

their ambiguíty as discussed in section 4.1.

Variablity belween storms was great, and K values ranged from 0 to

0.103 for the Gretna clay and 0 to 0.095 for the Leary sandy loam. The

former had a very low operating period average of 0.0022. This value

more than doubled to 0.0043 when the Àugust Sth storm data - question-

able for reasons previously mentioned - vlas excluded. The Leary sandy

loam had a much higher operating period average of 0.0199. The effects
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of large storms can be seen when including the results of the August

17th storm. For that storm the K value was >0.031 for Gretna clay and

>0.082 for Leary sandy loam. The storm's inclusion increased lhe oper-

ating period K value of the Gretna clay and teary sandy loam to over

0.014 and 0.041, respectively.

Às previously discussed, the literature specifies Èhe type of fallow

plot management that was to take place if soil loss measurements from

them was to be used for determining soil loss ratios. These same

requirements applied to fallow plots that were to be used in the deter-

mination of soil erodibility values. For reasons outlined in the

earlier discussion, the exisÈing deviations from the literature specifi-

cations may have affected the soil loss from the faIlow plot.s and there-

fore the observed K values of the soils.

4.4.3 Comparison of K values

The very low observed K val-ues for Gretna clay suggest that the

prediction equations are grossly overestimating lhe soil erodibility.

The high NE value may be due to the equaLion's inabitity to account for

the soil's high montmorillonite level and its effect on aggregation and

clay expansion. The high MYME value rnay be due to the equation's

inability to directly account for the Gretna clay's high organic matter

content. In all probability, the discrepancies lie with the inclusion

of the Àugust 5 storm, which underestimated K, and the exclusion of the

August 17 storm, which would have increased the observed K values beyond

the predicLed levels.

Observed K for

predicted values.

the Leary sandy loam was slightly lower than the

The exclusion of the large August 17 sLorm and the



short data collection

low value.
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period may have been factors in lhe observed K's

Conparison of the observed K values with those predicted by the NE

and MYME, is at best, a preliminary evaluation. Too little data was

available to have confidence in an observed K value for the soils. The

presence of impure fallow conditions and the exclusion from the data

base of large storm events in 1985 served to hinder the determination of

each soil's true K value. Antecedent moislure and tillage conditions

and storn characteristics nay also be contributing to the variability of

K from storm to storm. Many plot years of soil loss and rainfall data

would need lo be collected before the actual K could be determined, or

prediction equations such as the NE or MYME could be verified.



The results

cability of

Chapter V

ST'MMÀRY ÀND CONCTUSIONS

for'1985 proved to be inconclusive in determining the appli-

the UStE under Manitoba conditions, for many reasons.

Poor crop development and the absence of direcfly comparable crop-

manâgement systems hindered the conparison of soil loss ratios and the

evaluation of the C factor.

Observed K values were variable and too often affected by equipment

failure to permit adequate comparison with the nomograph equation (Hn)

and modified Young and Mutchler equation (l,tyun) predicted values.

lÍhether or not NE needs modification to account for soils wiLh organic

matter levels over 4% was not determined as neither experimenlal soil

had significantly more than 4% organic matter. Many soil property

values of the Gretna clay and teary sandy loam were outside the range of

values of the soil-s used in the MYME's derivatíon. Both experimental

soils were on the fringe of the texture range of soils that constituted

the bul-k of each prediction equation's developmental base.

Other aspects of the study that hindered proper USLE factor evalua-

tion included the absence of appropriate fallow conditions, and the

intermittent failure of the equipment to sanple and collect 1% of the

runof f .

The limiting factor in this study was its short duration.

and C values for individual storms showed extreme variability.

The R, K,

The fact
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that definite factor values were not determined after one (1) year of

study is not surprising, since the USIE is based on a 22 year rainfall

cyc 1e .

Before the appLicability of the USLE in Manitoba can be determined,

some conditions will need lo be met. Better crop growth will need to

take place in order for evaluation of soil loss ratios for all crop

stage periods to occur. New soils, r,¡ith a wide range of soil property

values, including some with organic matÈer levels well over 4% will need

to be added to the data base, to facilitate the evaluation of the NE and

MYME. Fallow conditions lhat meet the literature specifications will

need to exist for accurate comparison of soil ]oss ratios and K values

to take place. Finally, many plot-years of data will be needed to

substantiate the use or modification of the USIE in Manitoba.
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Appendix À

CONVERSION OF THE UStE TO THE INTERNÀTIONÀI SYSTEM OF
UNITS (SI )

The conversion of the USLE from its original British units to SI units

can be accomplished in two ways. When the rainfall, soi] loss and slope

length data are measured in ín/h, tons/acre and ft, the factor values

may be calculated using the original formulas, then multiplied by a

conversion factor to put them into SI units.

To convert from: British units multiBlv þy: to oblain sI units

Rainfall hundreds of ft-tonf in 17.02* MJ mm

eros i vi ty ,
R

Soi I 0"1317
erodibility,

K hundreds of acre ft tonf in
SoiI loss, À ton 2.242

ac re

acre h

ton acre h

hahy

thah

ha MJ mm

{.

ha

*Conversion factors after Foster et al. (1981).

c, Ls, and P are dimensionless ratios that require no conversion.

When the colLected data is in metric units - mm/tr, t/ha, m - the

formulas for calculating some factor values must be attered. The

kinetic energy per unit of rainfaLl (g) is calculated using the fornula:

E = 0.119 + 0.0873 1og1e I

for I s76nn/h

units of MJ mm ha-1 h-1. E equals 28.3 for a1l I values

76 nn/h.

where E has

greater than
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Even though the lopographical factor is dimensionless, the slope

length portion (ï) needs adjustment when measured in meters. Dividing I

by 0"3048 converts it back to feet. LS is then calculated using the

original formula. Slope gradient, measured in percent, wiIl be immune

to any changes in systems.

Soil erodibility, K, will automatically take on the units of À and R.

Às dimensionless ratios, C and P are once again unaffected by a change

in the system.



Àppendix B

MULTIPTE tINEÀR REGRESSION VÀRIABtES USED BY YOUNG ÀND
MUTCHLER U977'

Soi I
K

Measured
Àggregate % Montmor-

I ndex i llon i te
Bul k

Density
% Silt +

v. f. , sand
Di spers i on

Ratio

0.27 0.37 3.75 1.20 39.4 '10.00

0 .27 0.35 4,77 1 .14 44.6 8. 55
0.14 0.00 2.45 1.40 33.7 19.56
0 . 33 0.43 1 . 50 1 .4'1 36.8 1 6. 03
0"25 0.37 1.12 1,37 28.9 14.38
0.35 0.43 4"5'1 1.60 23.2 5.28

Barnes I
Hamerly L

Waukon s l
Rockwood s l
Nebish s I
Sioux s I
FIak s l
Sverdrup I s
Kranzburg c 1

Rothsay c 1

Fornan c l
Clarion s c I
Storden s c I

0 ,32 0. 1 9 neg. 1 .61 46.2 9 " 36
0.11 0.00 9.67 1.46 11.2 16.74
0.33 0 .47 6.42 1 .22 49 "7 9 "220.41 0.s4 5.73 1.42 39.8 9.86
0"23 0.54 10.48 1.25 38.8 8.75
0.35 0.s9 6,49 1.42 27.9 8.23
0.36 0.54 6.25 1 .37 30.4 8 .02
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Appendix C

SOIL PROPERTY VALUES FOR EACH GRID POSITION

Grid X sitt * N sil! X Organic Structure permeability Àggregate UNo. v.f,sand + sand Hatter Code Class - -índex

00
51

.31

.04

.10

.20

Montmor- Bulk Suspension Dispersion Soil Erodibilitv Killonite Density perèenrage irario (t nrzu.trnrn iiõil(g/cnr ) NEt HyMEt

3.32
3.61

GRETNÀ CLAY
1 30. 10
2 31.17
3 31.5s
4 27.+4
5 2s.50
6 28.87
7 30.92
I 34.52
9 30.82

63.22
61 .44
55. 18
44 .4'l
44.19
43.45
40. 19
48.84
45. 30

11 .48
12.03
13.98
17.33
17 .41
17 .64.|8.56

1 5.96
17,07

.37

.43

.50

.46

.42

.45

.50

.43

.44

15.51
15.78
8.79

17.43
16.82
'r 5.00
18.55
13. 34
1 3.91

23.97
23.14
1 1 .82
21.35
21 .13
l7 .84
20.57
15.78
16.49

3.06
2.83
2.84
2.54
2 .48
2.57
2.68
3.02
2.57

1 .71
1 .84
2.35
2.15
1.+2
'l .71
2.0r
1 .92
1.74

71
33
29

4

4
4

4
ç
4
{
4

6
6

6
6
6

6
6

6
6

0. 184
0.16?
0" l{9
0.3¡4
0. 184
0.173
0.251

r89
I 14
0E6
0{2
0{1
076

I

æ

I

0. 158
0. 157

LEÀRY SÀNDY LOÀH
1 23.24 89.35 0. s3
2 23.01 88.4{ 0.95
3 22.16 87.57 0.75
4 24.67 91.43 0.84
s 21.s3 91.03 1.05
6 22.91 89.97 0.9s
7 2s.89 87.76 0.78
8 25.08 86.95 0.62
9 28.84 88.03 1.15

tNE = K calculated from r{ischme
HYME = K calculated from modif

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

ier et a1. (1971) nomograph
ied Young and Mutchler (1977

3
2
2

3

3

4
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

.231

. 145

.070

80
13
82
07
73

1 .52
I .54
1 .55
1 .58
1,62
1.56
1 .50
1.51
1 .55

3.71
3.33
3.87
2.87
3.72
2.80
2.47
3.28
2.65

15.67
13.51
r 5.69
12.96
19.03
11.85
8.62

10.94
8.58

2.45
2.33
2.27
2. s8
2.24
2.36
2 .61
2.54
2.81

67
88

3.01
2.81
2. 58
2.7 6
2. s0
2.83
3.49
3. 17
3.02

equation.
) equation.



Grid % Gravelt
No.

Appendix D

PÀRTICLE SIZE ÀNALYSIS FOR EACH GRID POSITiON

%Sa

v.coarse coarse medium fine v. fine

GRETNA CLÀY'1 
1 .86

2 2.24
3 3.03
4 1"08
5 1.12
5 0.43
7 0.26
I 0.s8
9 0.35

1 .65
1 .39
1 ,79
1.28
1 .00
0.83
0.32
0. 95
0.79

2.34
2.84
3. 10
1 .88
1.36
1.13
0.79
1 ,37
1 ,26

5

5

5

3

3

2

2

2

2

66
75
91 9"7

5. '1

9.0
9"6

79
78
09

01

91
79

23.34
20,26
13.65
10.20
'1 2.58

2 ,17
1.76
1,79
1.38
1 .57
1.47
0. s8
1.11
1 ,26

27,92
29.41
29.76
26.06
23.92
27 .40
30.33
33.42
29,56

36.78
38. 56
44,82
55. 53
5s.81
56. 55
59.81
51 " 16
54.70

2

5

9
3

TEARY SÀNDY IOAM
1 5.29 1 .95
2 3.89 2.68
3 3.00 2.24
4 3.78 1 .56
5 3.74 1.62
6 3.59 1.74
7 2.81 2.35
8 2,45 1 ,52
9 2.91 2.63

6.76
8.5s
5. 04
I .87
I .4'1
7 .21
7.82
8.09
8.06

26.28
23. 50
28.09
26.32
27 .83
27 .09
24,90
25.64
23.86

31 .11
30.60
30.04
30.00
3'1 . 53
31.01
26.79
26.63
24.65

11 ,28
10.59
9. 34
9.46
8. '14

9.32

10.65
11.56
12 "43
8.57
8.97

10.03
12.24
13.0s
11.97

9.4
9.8
9.4

0

9
5

13.84
13.12
12 "72
'1 3.40
1 0.94
'1 3. 57
16.43
16.94
19.52

*Canadian classif ication system.
fPercentage of whole soiI.
fPercentage of soil excluding particles >2.0 mm.
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Àppendix E

SUMMARY OF RUNOFF CHÀRACTERISTICS FROM ALL SOIt tOSS
EVENTS IN 1985

Alfalfa
max tot.

flow run-
Date of rate off
Storm (t /s) (r)

Wheat Corn SummerfaLlow
max tot.

flow run-
rate of f
$./s\ (r)

max
f low
ra te
$./sl

tot.
run-
off
(l)

max
f low
ra te
(r./s)

tot.
run-
off
(r)

GRETNA CtÀY
May 12 0. '17

May 29
May 31

June I -
June 25 0.01
June 28
July '16 0.03
July 20 0.03
Àug. 5 0.17
Àu9.12 0.03
Aug. 17 1.83
Sept.20 0.06
0ct.23 0.21

LEÀRY S

June 25
JuIy 20
Àug. 5
Aug. 12
Aug. 17
Àug. 23
Sept.20
0ct. 23

74 50

455

ANDY LOÀM

0.08 5445
3.65 600
8.63 7135
0.68 3285
1.52 12595 654s 1.16 '184'10

0 .04
0. 13
4,47
0"85
0 .41
0,12

1 590
95

1 3970
7960

10510
120

875
495

47 45
'1800

247 00
2625
7300

0.13
0.07
0.06
0.11
0.27
0.23
0.06
0 .01
0.16
0. '14

1 .95
0. '14

0.'16

6445
1 825
1s85
1 400
3705
17 65
745

45
8625
3'10s

27 465
78 50
4495

1'1065
9s

3320
840

8385
4140

640
1685

1 0065
64'1 5

31520
2030
3860

0.05
0.04
0.36
0.31
0"'15
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
4.05
0.05
0.1'1

1910
'1 950
4030
1 03s
5555
3075
2205
3680
5520
3070

28125
120

'1840

0.25
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.42
0"20
0"04
0.03
0.23
0.04
4.22
0.03
0.06

0.03
2.33
6.27

310
420

44 90

0. 04
0. 53
1 .84

2725
150

1 360

1 .27

0 .040.07
0.07

27 15
985

1255
845

0.04
0.04

525
1 0400 .04 0.06 640
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Àppendix F

TISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Program used in calculating rainfall erosivity values from
rainfall intensity data.

//wenur.s nø ' ,,'// nxnc PÀsccc
//ensc.sYSIN DD *
PRoGRÀM RÀrNPRoG ( lHpUt, oUTPUT ) t

(*** 1¡11s pRoGRÀM cÀtcutÀTns rHE RAINFÀtt cHARAcrERIsrics
THE FIRST RECORD IN THE DATÀ FIIE IS THE LOCÀTION
CÀRD AND THE FIRST 8 CHÀRACTERS ARE TÀKEN AS THE
SITE NAME.
THIS PROGRAM I^¡AS WRITTEN BY JOY t. PAUTS FOR USE
BY }I. PÀUIS GRÀDUATE STUDENT - M.SC. ***)

CONST
CL0CKHR = 24i
MAXIPM = 5000;
SITELEN = 8;
MAXLINES = 60;

TYPE
TIMEREC = RECORD

HR : INTEGER¡
MiN : INTEGER¡

END;
IPMÀRRAY = RECORD

LAST ¡ O. .MÀXI PM;
ÀRR : ÀRRÀY [1..t'l¡XtpU] OF REÀt;

END;

vÀR
LI NECT,MI NS, IND, DÀTEI N, DÀTESV: I NTEGER ;
STTIME, ENDTI ME : TI MEREC ;
SITE : STRING(SItNTgN) ;
CH : CHAR;
ÀMTI N, i NTENS , EPM, EPI , TOTÀMT, TOTEPI : REÀL;
IPMTAB : IPMARRÀY;

PROCEDURE HDGRTN(COHST SITE:STRING(SIINT,NH) ;
VÀR LINECT,DÀTESV : INTEGER);

(* pRlnt rHE HEÀDINGS *)

BEGIN

-84-
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PAGE;
WRI TEtN
WRI TELN
WRI TEtN;
WRI TEtN
WRI TELN

'ENERGY':6);
I^IRITEIN ( '| -------

' ' i7, ' ------- -----t i
WRITETN('STERT END ELÀPSED' ,

'INTENSITY' ,' ' :9,'PER
WRITELN(' '221 , '(MIN)',' '!8,'(ì,[.f )'r'

'MM' ,' ' :6,'INCREMENT') i
s¡RITELN( ' ------- -----------'

' ' i'1' ' ------- -----t i
WRI TEtN;
LINECT := 10;
END;

(* enp HEADING RourINE :k)

' :18,'SITE: ' :6,SITEISITELEN,' ' :'18,'DÀTE: ' ,DÀTESV:6);

":12,'TIME' i4," :19,'STORM INCREMENTS' :'16, " :15,

26,'

6
I

'AMOUNT
PER

':6,'
ì
wq/n ' i12,tt

'i6r'

FUNCTI0N MINCÀLC (OTOI,NEWT:TIMEREC) : INTEGER;

(* c¡r,cutÀTn EtÀpsED MINUTES FRoM THE Two crvgN TIMES *)

BEGIN
IF NEI^IT.HR >=OLDT.HR THEN BEGIN

IF NEWT.MIN >= OtDT.MIN THEN
l,!lNCÀLC := ((Hewr.HR - OTDT.HR)'160) + (Hswt.MIN - otDT.MIN)

ELSE
MINcAtc := (((Hewr.HR - oLDT.HR) - l) * 60)

+ ((60 - OtDT.MIN) + NEWT.MIN)
END EtSE BEGIN

IF NEWT.MIN >= OtDT.MIN THEN
MrNCÀLC != (((CTOCKUR - orÐT.HR) + NEWT.HR) * 60)

+ (NEwr.MrN - oLDT.MTN)
ELSE

MTNCALC ;= ((((CTOCKHR - orDT.HR) + NEWT.HR) - 1) 't 60)
END;
END;

(* nHo oF MTNUTES cÀtcutÀTloN *)

PRoCEDURE INTPERMIN (V¡n IPMTÀB:IPMARRÀY; MIN:INTEGER; ÀMT:REAI) ;

(* tHIs pRoCEDURE lNpurs rHE INTENSITy pER MTNUTE FoR EÀcH *)
(* l¡rNurn IN THE cIvEN INTERVÀL, INTo rHE IpM TÀBIE *)

vÀR
i : INTEGER;
IPMWK : REAL;

BEGIN
IPMWK := AMT / ¡¿IH;
IF (TPI¡IEB.tAST + I) > MÀXIPM THEN

WRITETN("r** INTENSITY TÀBIE NEEDS SIZE INCRE¡5E ***')
ELSE BEGIN
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vÀR

FOR I != 1 TO MIN DO

IPMTAB.ÀRR IIPMTAB.LAST+I ] := IPMWK;
IPMTAB.LÀST := IPMTÀB.LAST + MIN;
END;

END;
(* nHu INTENSITy rABtE INSERTIoN 'h)

FUNCTION MAXINT (V¡N IPMTÀB:IPMARRAY) :REAL;

(* c¡r,curÀTn THE 30 MINUTE pERIoD oF MÀxIMUM *)
( * r ¡¡rnHsl TY RÀI NFAtt * )

MAX, SUM: REÀL;
I : INTEGER'

BEGIN
WITH IPMTÀB DO BEGIN

IF tÀST < 30 THEN
BEGiN
WRITELN('*** RÀINFALI PERIOD OF INSUFFICIENT LENGTH *** -

LÀST:3,'MINUTES');
ltÀX := 0.0i
FOR I i= 1 TO tAST DO

MAX := MÀX + ennlI];
END (* IT *)

EISE BEGIN
MÀX := 0.0;
FORI:=1TO30DO

MAX := MÀX + ennl]l;
I := 1i
SUM := MAX'
WHITE ((I + 30) <= LAST) DO

BEGIN
SUM := SIJM - ÀRR[r] + ÀRRII + 30] ;
IF SUM > MÀX THEN

MAX := SIJMi
I := I + 1;
END; (* WHTLE *)

END; (* nlsn *)
MAXINT r= MAX;
ENÐ; (* WITH *)

END;

(* gHp oF MÀxIMLJM INTENSITy cÀtcutÀTloN ¡k)

PRoCEDURE DÀTEDÀTA ( rOtnpt , TOTÀMT: REAI ) ;

(* pRIHt our DÀTA FoR RAiNFAtt Às pER DATE *)

VAR
MÀXI30, MÀXDBL, MAXMLT, TOTDIV I REAL;

BEGIN
WRI TEtN;
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WRITETN(' ':5r'TOTÀL',' ' i23,TOTAMT:5¡'1 ,' ':33,TOTEPI z7 z2);
WRI TELN;
TOTDIV := TOTEPI /IOO.O¡
WRITELN(' ':5,'KINETIC ENERGY = ' ,TOTEPLzTz?,' /l0O = ' ,

TOTDIV:7 i2,' I\J/ha') ì
WRi TEIN;
MAXI30 := MÀXINT(TPMT¡B) ;
MAXDBL := MÀXI3O * 2;
WRITEDN(' ':5,'MÀX. RAIN IN 30 MINUTES = t,MÀXI30:5:'1 

,
' mm',' ':9r'I30 = ',MÀXI30:5:1r' *2 =',
MÀXDBI: 5: '1 , ' mm/h' ) ;

WRI TELN;
MÀXMLT := TOTDIV * MÀXDBL;
wRITELN(' EI = 

"TOTDIy;7t2,', 
* 

"MAXDBL:5:1,
| = ',MÀXMLT:7:,2,, ul mm/ha h');

END;

(** END 0F DATE DÀTÀ pRINT AND cÀLCUtÀTIoNS *)

PRoCEDURE DATECH(VeR TOTnpI,TOTAMT:REAL) ;

(* cHencn oF RAINFALL , pRiNT ÀND RESET vÀtuns *)

BEGIN
DÀTEDATA ( rOtnpi , ToTAMT ) ;
DÀTESV := DATEIN;
STTIME := ENDTIME;
REÀDLN ( Oetnt H, ENDTI ME. HR, ENDTI ME. MI N, AM't'l N ) ;
IPMTAB.TAST := 0i
TOTÀMT := 0.0;
TOTEPI := 0.0;
HDGRTN ( Sttn,tINECT,DÀTESV) ;
END;

(* nHo oF DATE oF RAiNFÀIL cHÀNcE *)

BEGIN (* I"I¡IHT,INE *)
IF NOT EOF THEN

BEGIN
SITE := " i
FOR IND := 1 T0 SITEIEN D0

BEGIN
READ(CH);
SITE := SITE I I STR(CH);
END; (* ngn *)

READLN;
REÀDIN(U¡rniH, STTiME.HR, STTIME.MIN,ÀMTIN ) ;
DÀTESV := DÀTEIN;
HDGRTN ( SI TN, LI NECT, DATESV) ;
TPMTÀB.LÀST := O;
TOTEPI := 0.0;
TOTAMT : = 0.0;
wHrLE (HOr nOr) po

BEGIN
REÀDtN ( OernI N / ENDTIME. HR I ENDTI ME. MI N, ÀMTI N ) ;
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IF (O¡TNIH <> DATESV) IHEH
DÀTEcH ( tornpl , ToTAMT ) ;

IF (tlnncr > MÀxLINEs) rHeH
HDGRTN ( sI rn, LI NEcr, oetnsv) ;

MINS := MINCÀLC(STTIUN,ENDTIME) i
I NTpERMI N ( t pt*lt¡9, Mi Ns, e¡¡rl H ) ;
TOTÀMT := TOTAMT + AMTIN;
INTENS := (eUtIH r. 60) ,/ UIHSI
IF AMTIN = 0.0 THEN

EPM := 0.0
EtSE

IF INTENS > 76 THEN
EPM : -- 28,3

EtSE
EPM:= 11.9 + (8.29 *

IF EPM < O.O THEN
EPM := 0.0i

EPI := AMTIN * EPM'
TOTEPI := TOTEPI + EPI i
IF (srriMs.MrN=0) ¡Hn (nl.Iott

Ì.rRITELN( SrrIMe.HR: 2, ",'t trt00t:2rt t:6,

' '!6,INTENSz6i2,'
EtSE
IFSTTIME.MIN=OTHEN

I.¡RITELN( SrUUn.HR: 2, ",'
'"ENDTIME.MIN:2

' ' :6, INTENS i622,'
ELSE

IFENDTIME.MIN=OTHEN
WRI TEIN ( STTIMS. HR: 2,'

t tr'00t:2rt I

' ':6,INTENS:6:
ELSE

( (r,H(rNrENs) )/(rH( 1 o) ) ) ) ;

ME.MIN=O) THNH
00' :2, " : 5,ENDTIME.HR: 2,
MINS:4 r " :9,AMTIN t4t1,

' :9rEPM: 7 i2," :6,EPI,.6z2l

00' :2r " : 5,ENDTIME.HR:2,
, " :6rMINs:4 r " :9rÀMTIN l4z1,
' : 9, EPM: 7 i2 ," :6, EpI z6z2')

STTIME.MIN : 2, " : 5,ENDTIME.HR: 2,
,MINS:4r " :9,AMTINz4:1,
' ' :9,EPM:7,t2,' ' :6,EPI z6z2)

':5,ENDTIME.HR:2,
' ' :9,ÀMTIN t4:1 ,

' :6,EPI t6z2) ¡

I
t

:6
2,

I^IRITELN(SmtUn.HR: 2,' 
"STTIME.MIN: 

2

' ' ,ENDTIME.MIN:2,' ':6,MINS
" :6,INTENS:622,'' :9,EPM:7:

TINECT := TINECT + 1;
STTIME := ENDTIME;
END; (* WttiLE *)

DÀTEDÀTÀ ( tOrnpt , ToTÀMT ) ;
PAGE;
END; (* lf *)

END.

//eo.INPUr DD *

t
t
.4.

2,'
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Program for calculating soil loss from each plot.

//wenuns JoB ',,'// ExEc wÀrFrv
//wosrool DD *
$JOB
C THIS PROGRAM CATCULATES THE SOII IOSS. IT ÀCCEPTS A DÀTÀ
C FIIE WHOSE FIRST RECORD CONTAINS THE NÀME OF THE tOCÀTION
C OF THE RESEARCH PIOT IN THE FIRST-10 SPACES OF THE RECORD.
C THE FIRST FIIE IT ACCEPTS CONTAINS THE JÀR WEIGHTS. ÀT
C PRESENT THERE ÀRE 250 JARS IN THE FitE. THIS IS HÀRD CODED
C INTO THE PROGRÀM. PTEASE UPDÀTE ÀS NECESSÀRY.
C THE DATÀ FItE CONTAINS THE WEIGHT OF THE SOIt PLUS THE JÀR.
c i? Àtso CoNTAINS THE DÀTE, pLoT CoDE, JÀR NUMBER, WEIGHT,
C ANÐ ÀN INDiCATOR (O ON 1 ) ÀS TO WHETHER THIS IS À 1% SAMPTE
C (IE. 1 = 1% SAMPLE, O = 1OO% SAMPLE).

TNTEGER HUr'1,:An/zS O /,eCnUU/l /,r,C/l O /, DÀTEIN, DATESV,* MULTIN,JÀRIN,IND
rocrcÀr crND/F/ ,stnn/r/ ,wmn/r/ ,xwo/r/ ,øor/t/ ,aow/v/
REÀL JÀRÌ,¡T( 250 ) , WGHTiN

REÀL* I Ì,tEI GHT, t^¡RK, srotr/O . 000/, I,¡Tot / O, 0oo /,crotr/O . OD1 /,* A,ror/0..0D0/,îINS/O.0D0/,rrHw/o .0D0/,rrHcr/o .ODo/,* FlHe/O.oDo/
CHÀRACTER PtoTIN, PIoTSV,CRoP*5,NÀMEIN:t 10,CORN/' C' /,* WHEAT/' W'/,ÀLFAIF/' A' / ,S[nrr.t/'Si /C STÀRT PROGRAM

E:{ECUTE INITWT
nneo( 5,'1 0,END='1 00 ) NÀMEIN
EXECUTE READCD
rF (sor) co ro 1oo
DÀTESV = DÀTEIN
EXECUTE PTTSET

80 CONTINUE
rF (p¡rsrH .NE. DATESv) rHnH oo

EXECUTE DÀTECH
EXECUTE PTTSET

ENDI F
rF (prorsv .He. prorrN) rHnH oo

EXECUTE PTTSET
ENDI F
WGHTIN = WGHTIN - (J¡nWr(J¡ntN))
rF (uulriH .ng. 1 ) THEN Do

WEIGHT = T{GHTIN * lOO.ODO
ELSE DO

WEIGHT = WGHTIN * 1.ODO
ENDIF
EXECUTE ÀDDPLT
EXECUTE READCD
rF (nor) co ro 90
G0 T0 80

90 CONTINUE
EXECUTE DÀTECH
EXECUTE FINTOT,1OO 

CONTINUE
STOP
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140
'145

'10

c

'1s0

120

FORMAT (A1O)
INITIATIZE CONTAINER WEIGHTS TABLE

REMOTE BTOCK INITWT
D0 140 IND=1,NLMJÀR,1

JÀRWT(t¡¡0) = 0.0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

READ 150,JARIN,WGHTIN
ÀT END

EOl.i = .TRUE.
END ÀT END

rF (JenrH .8Q.000) rHsH uo
EOW = .TRUE.

ELSE DO

JARWT(.:¡RIH) = WGHTiN
ENDI F
rF (.HOr. EoI,I) G0 TO 145

FORMAT (I3,F6.2)
END BTOCK

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

READ INPUT DÀTÀ CÀRD

REMOTE BTOCK REÀDCD
REAÐ'1 20,DATEIN, PLOTIN, JARIN,WGHTIN,MULTIN

AT END
EOF = .TRUE.
END ÀT END

FoRMAT (t6,e1,I3,F6 .2,r1)
END BLOCK

sET THE CoRRECT ptoT INDTCAToR 0N, T0 INDICÀTE ACTUÀI DÀTÀ
IS PRESENT FOR A PÀRTICUtAR DÀTE FOR THÀT CROP

REMOTE BTOCK PLTSET
PIOTSV = PLOTIN
IF (pr,otlH .EQ. coRN) THEN DO

CIND =.TRUE.
EtSE DO

rF (prorlH .EQ. WHEÀT) THEN DO

WIND = .TRUE.
EISE DO

rF (prorrN .EQ. SMRFLT) rsn¡¡ oo
SIND = .TRUE.

EISE DO

IF (PT,OTTH .EQ. ÀLFALF) THEN DO

ÀIND = .TRUE.
EISE DO

PRrNT 130,PtoTIN
ENDI F

ENDI F
ENDI F

ENDi F
1 30 FORMÀT ( '0' , '*** INVALID PIOT CODE ' ,À1 )

END BTOCK

c
c CHÀNGE iN DATE, PRINT oUT FoUR TINES 0F DÀTÀ, ÀDD T0 FINAT
c ÀccultuLÀToRs, ÀND RESET Att ACCUMUTÀTEoRS, INDICÀToRS ÀND
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c
c
c

SÀVE ÀREÀS. CHECK FOR HEÀDINGS TO BE PRINTED. PRINT 'NEG'
IF NO DATA HÀS BEEN COttECTED FOR À PIOT ON A PARTICULÀR DÀTE.

REMOTE BTOCK DÀTECH
I F (r,c . GT. 50 ) THEN Do

EXECUTE HDGRTN

ENDIF
CROP = 'ÀLFÀ '
iF (¡rHn) rHn¡¡ oo

WRK=ATOT*O.OOO'IDO
PRINT 200, DÀTESV,CRoP,ÀT0T,WRK
FINA=FINÀ+AT0T

EtSE DO

PRINT 205,DÀTESV,CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'WHEÀT'
iF (wrHn) rxnN oo

wRK=WToTx0.0001D0
PRINT 220 , CRoP,I^IToT,WRK
FINI{=FINl,l+WTOT

ELSE DO

PRINT 2',l0,CRoP
ENDI F
CROP = 'CORN I

rF (cr¡¡¡) run¡l ¡o
WRK = CToT ,r 0.000100
PRINT 220, CRoP,CToT,WRK
FINC=FINC+CTOT

EISE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDI F
CROP = 'SMFW '
IF' (SIH¡) IHNN OO

WRK=ST0T*0.0001D0
PRINT 220, CRoP,ST0T,WRK
FINS=FINS+ST0T

EISE DO

PRINT 210, CROP
ENDIF
ÀT0T = 0.000
WTOT = 0.000
CTOT = 0.000
ST0T = 0.000
AIND = .FAISE.
WiND = .FALSE.
CIND = .FAtSE.
SIND = .FÀtSE.
LC=LC+5
DATESV = DATEI

FoRMAT ( ' 0 ' , 1 5X, I
FoRMAT('0"15X,I
FoRMÀT (' 

"30X,FoRMÀT (' 
"30X,END BLOCK

200
205
210
220

N

5,
6,
À5
À5

9x,A5,8x,F9. 2,8x,F5. 2 )
9x,À5, 1 1x,'NEG. ','1 1X,'NEG.' )

, 1 1x,'NEG. .,',l 1X,'NEG.' )

,8x, F9 .2 ,8N,,F5 .2)

c
c
c

HEÀDING ROUTINE
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REMOTE BTOCK HDGRTN
PRINT 3OO,NAMEIN, PGNUM

PRINT 31 O

PRINT 320
PRINT 325
PRINT 330
PRINT 335
LC = 10
PGNUM=P6¡gY+1

FoRMAT( ' 1' ,27N,,A10,', SOIt IOSS DÀTA' ,1 5X,'pAGE:
FoRMÀT(' ' ,27N,',

' ,12)300
3'1 0

320
325
330
335

')
FORMÀT(
FORMÀT

FORMÀT

FORMÀT

' ' ,45xr'
-"45x,'S 0 I L t 0 s s')

')
'0' ,16x,',DATE' ,'10X,'CROP' ,'11X ,'G/?LOT' ,'10X ,'T/HA')t t ,16xrt----t ,'1 0xrt-**-r ,11x, r ------t ,10xrt----, )

c
c
c

END BLOCK

ÀDD THE WEIGHT TO THE APPROPRIÀTE WEIGHT FOR PtOT ACCI.'MULÀTOR

REMOTE BTOCK ÀDDPLT
rF (nr,orsv .ng. coRN) THEN Do

CTOT=CTOT+WEIGHT
EISE DO

IF (pr,orsv .EQ. I^IHEAT) THEN DO

WTOT=WTOT+WEIGHT
EISE DO

iF (nrorsv .ng. sÌ.fRFtt) rHeN oo
STOT=STOT+WEIGHT

ELSE DO

ATOT=ATOT+WEIGHT
ENDI F

ENDI F
ENDI F

END BTOCK

PRINT THE FINAT TOTÀIS

REMOTE BTOCK FINTOT
WRK=FINA*O.OOO1DO
CROP = 'ALFA '
PRiNT 400,CRoP,FINÀ,WRK
WRK = FINI^I * 0.000'lD0
CROP = 'WHEAT'
PRINT 410, CRoP,FINW,WRK
I{RK=FINC*0.000100
CROP = 'CORN I

PRINT 4',l 0, CRoP,FINC,WRK
WRK=FINS*0.000100
CROP = 'SMFW '
PRINT 41 0,CRoP,FINS,WRK
PRINT 430

FoRMAT(' -" 1 5X,' TOTÀL" 10X,A5r 7X,F'1 0. 2,7N,,F6.2)
FoRMÀT ( ", 30X,À5, 7X,F1 0. 2,'1X,F6,2)
FORMAT('-"31X,'* END OF PROCESSING * 

"/,'1'IEND BIOCK
END

c
c
c

400
410
430

$ENTRY



Program to calculate flow rate of runoff from
water level recorder charts.

//wenvr.s JcÆ',,'
// nxnc pÀsccc

//ensc.sYsrN DD *
PRoGRAM WÀTtEVpRoc ( I NpuT, OUTPUT ) ;(*** 1¡¡1s pRocRÀM EVÀtuATEs rHE wÀTER tEvnt REcoRDER DATÀ. IT

EVATUÀTES THE MÀXIMT'M FtOW RATE BY PUTTING THE MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF DIVISIONS FROM THE CHÀRT THROUGH AN EQUATION BÀSED ON THE
SPECiFIC PtOT. IT ÀI,S0 CÀLCUIÀTES THE TOTAI RUNOFF VOLUME, BY
SUMMING THE VOTUMES FOR EÀCH 4 HOUR PERIOD ÀS GIVEN BY THE CHÀRT.
THE INPUT CONSISTS OF 2 TYPES OF INPUT RECORDS. THE'1ST COtI'MN
CoNTAINS À TYPE CoDE. A 1 CÀRD CoNTAINS THE DÀTE, À PLOT CODE, ÀND
THE MÀXIMUM NUMBER OF DIVTSiONS FOR THAT RÀINFÀIL. MUTTIPLE NUMBER
#2 CARDS FOTLOW EACH NUMBER 1 CÀRD. EACH CONTÀINS THE END DIWAL

A CONSTÀNT STOPE ON THE GRÀPH ÀND THEN THE TiME IN MINUTES OF THE
CONSTÀNT StOPE. THE START DIV VÀt IS TAKEN FROM THE PREVIOUS #2
RECORD. DÀTÀ IS PRINTED OUT WHEN THE
DATE CHÀNGES FOR ÀtL 4 PLOT TYPES. THE 1ST INPUT CARD CoNTÀINS THE
SITE NAME IN THE '1ST 8 CHÀRÀCTERS. ***)

CONST
SITELEN = 8;
MÀXCON = 99.9;
SECCON = 60 i

VAR
DATEI N, DÀTESV, LC, CODEIN, I ND : i NTEGER ;
PLOTCD, CH: CHAR i
TOTÀ, TOTW, TOTC, TOTS,MÀXA,MÀ)TC,MÀXT,T,MÀXS,MÀXD, STVÀL : REÀL ;
EDVÀt: REÀL;
TIMEIN:INTEGER;
SI TE: STRING ( SI TNT,EH ) ;

PROCEDURE HDGS(CONST SITE: STRING(SITNINN) ;
VAR LC,DATESVi IHTEGER) ;

(* pnl¡¡t HEAD¡NcS *)
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FOR

BEGIN
PÀGE;
T.IRITEIN( " :56,SITE:SITELEN,' FLOI^¡ RÀTE DÀTA' ) ;
WRI lEtN;
WRITELN(' ':'18,'ÀIFÀLFÀ'r' ' i2i, 'WHEÀT' ,' , 226, 'CoRN' ,' 'i27,

'SMNLËW' ) ;
I^¡RITELN(' ':10,'MAX. FLOW TOT. RUNOFF',' '!8,

I MAX. FLOT.T TOT. RUNOFF' , ' ' : 8 , 'MAX. FtOW TOT. RUNOFF' ,
' ' :8 , 'MÀX. t'tO$¡ T0T. RUNOFT' ) ;

wRITELN(' DATE :,:RÀTE ft./S) .VOL. (t ) ' i26, " :9,'RÀTE (t /Sl"' vol. (r) ','RATE fi./s) vot. (l) ':31,
' RATE (L/s) vor. ( r, ) '' : 31 ) ;

WRI TEIN;
tC l= 7ì
END;
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(* nHu oF HEÀDING Rourlnn ,t)

PROCEDURE DÀTECH ( VER rct¡, TOTW, TOTC, TOTS, MÀXÀ, MÀXW, MÀXC, MAXS : REAI ;
VÀR DÀTESV:INTEGER);

(* pntwr our rHE INFoRMATIoN FoR rHn otte*)(* ¡n No REcoRDs pRocEssED FoR ÀNy oNE plor, tHgH *)(* -99.9 WIIL BE PRINTED ON THE OUTPUT *)

BEGIN
IF LC > 60 THEN

HDGs (strg,Lc,DÀTEsv) ;
IF T0TÀ = 0 THEII T0TÀ := -t!ÀXCoNi
IF TOTW = 0 THEN TOTW := -MÀXCON;
IF TOTC = 0 THEN TOTC := -MÀXCON;
IF T0TS = 0 THEN T0TS ¡= -MÀXCON;
I{RITELN( " ,DATESV:6, " :5,MAXA:522," 27,TOTÀ 27 21," 212,

MÀXW35i2," :5,TOTW:7 21," : 12,MAXC z5zZ," :S,TOTC :7 :1,
' ':12,MAXSz5:2, ' ':5,TOTS:721);

T0TÀ:=0; TOTW:=0; T0TC:=0; T0TS:=0;
MÀXÀ : =-MAXCON ; lr{ÀXW: =-MÀXCON ; MAXC : =-MAXCON ; MÀXS : =-},!ÀXCON i
DÀTESV: =DATEI N;
LC ¡= ¡ç +'1 ;
STVAL:=0;
END; (* NHO OF ÐÀTE CHÀNGE *)

PROCEDURE REÀDRTN;

(* REÀD THE ÀPPRoPRIÀTE INPUT REcoRD BÀSED ON THE TyPE coDE *)

BEGIN
READ(CODEIN) 

'CASE CODEIN OF
'l 

: READTN ( DATEI N, PLOTCD , MAXD ) ;
2 : REÀDLN ( ENV¡T,, TIMEI N ) ;

END; (* C¡Sn *)
END; (* gNP OF READ PROCEDURE *)

PROCEDURE CÀtCMAX (T.I¡XO:REÀL) ;

(* cerculÀTn THE MAXIMTM Ftot.¡ RÀTE FoR THE ptor, usING THE
ÀPPRoPRTATE EQUÀTroN *)

BEGIN
IF SiTE = 'ROSEISLE' THEN

BEGIN
CÀSE PLOTCD OF

'A' :MAXA¡=( 0. 1 31 5 - 0.0b37*(¡¡¡xo)
'Ì.¡' :MÀxI^¡:=(0.0¿gg - 0.0'19*(l¡¡xn) +

' c' :MAXC¡=( 0. 0542 - 0.0'l g6* (unxo)
' S' ¡MAXS:=(0. 0454 - 0.0102*(¡¡¡xn)

END (* CeSn *)
END ELSE BEGIN

CASE PTOTCD OF

' A' :MAXÀ:=(0. 0128 + 0. 0041*(MAXD)
'I.r' :MAXW¡=( (-O .0072) + 0.0.16* (UaXO

' C' :MAXC:=(0. 0273 - 0.0054*(u¡xo)

+ 0 . 01 09r.SQR (unxn
9953*5QR(MÀXD)
.0052*sQR(UeXn
.0047'rSQR(UnXp

.0035*SQR(U¡xn) ) ;
0.0021*son(u¡xo) );

.0037*SQR(Uaxp) );

0.
+0
+0

+0
)+
+0
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's' :MÀxs:=(0.0362 - 0.0099'k(r¡¡xo) + 0.004'1*sQR(MÀXD) ) ;END (* C¡Sn *)
END (,r If *)
END; (* PNOCNOURE CÀLCUIÀTE MÀXIMTJ¡,Í *)

PRoCEDURE SUMDIV (SVnl,EVÀL:REAt; TM:INTEGER) ;

(* sut'l rHE votuMg FoR THE ÀvERÀGE NUMBER oF DivIsIoNs uslNc rHE *)(* coRnnct nçuertoH 't)
vÀR

SECS: INTEGER;
AVG: REÀL;

BEGIN
SECS := TM*SECCON;
AVG:= (sv¡1, + gvtT,)/2i
IF SITE = 'ROSEISLE' THEN

BEGIN
CÀSE PLOTCD OF

'À':T0TÀ:=T0TÀ + ((0.1315 - 0.0537*AVG
+ 0. 01 09*sQR(ÀvG) ),rsncs),

'Wr:TOTW:=TOTW + ((0.0488 - 0.0'18*ÀVc
+ 0. 0053*sQR(ÀvG) )*SECS) ;

'C':TOTC:=TOTC + ((0.0542 - 0.0186*AvG
+ 0.0052*s0R(AVc) )*sncs) ;

'S':T0TS:=T0TS + ((0.0454 - 0.0102,rÀVG
+ 0.0047*sQR(ÀVc) )*SECS ) ;END (x C¡Sn *)

END ELSE BEGIN
CÀSE PLOTCD OF

'A':T0TÀ:=T0TÀ + ((0.0128 + 0.0041*ÀVc
+ 0. 0035*SQR(ÀVG) )'tSECS) ;

't{':TOTW¡=TOTW + (((-0.0072) + 0.016*ÀvG
+ 0. 0021 *sQR(Àvc) )*secs) ;

'C':TOTC:=TOTC + ((0.0273 - 0.0054*AVG
+ 0.0037*soR(Àvc) )*sncs) ;

'S':T0TS:=T0TS + ((0.0362 - 0.0098*ÀVG
+ 0 . 004 '1 *SQR ( AVc ) )*SeCS ) ;END (* CeSn *)

END (* tr *)
END; (* PROCE¡URE SUì,r VOLUMES * )

BEGIN (***********M A I N t I N E
tC := 65;
rF NoT EoF THEN1 1127/5

BEGIN
SITE != ";
FOR IND:=1 T0 SITETEN D0

BEGIN
READ(CH);
SrrE:=SrrE||srn(üi);
END; (* f'On * )

READIN;
(* nn¡o rN SITE NAME )k)

REÀDRTN; ( :t READ 1 ST RECORD * )
DÀTESV := DÀTEIN;
STVÀI := 0;

***** ********
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MAXC := -MAXCON; MÀXÀ := -MAXCON' MÀXW:=-MAXCON; Ìr!ÀXS:=-MÀXCON'
T0TA: =0; TOTW: =0; TOTC ! =0 i TOTS: =0;(* IHITIÀtIZE AccuMUtÀToRs AND sÀvEs *)

wHrrE (Hor non) no
BEGIN
IF DÀTEIN <> DÀTESV THEN

DÀTECH (rOt¡, TOTW, TOTC, TOTS,MAXA,MÀXW,MAXC,MAXS, DATESV),
CASE CODEIN OF

.1 : BEGIN
cArcMAx(¡¡¡Xn);
END; ('i C¡Sn 1 't )2z BEGIN
sut'tDlV( STVAL, EDVAL, TIMEIN ) ;
STVÀI ¡ =EDVAL;
END (* CASE 2 'k)END; (* C¿Sg *)

READRTN
(* wHILE *)

T0?À , ToTW, ToTC , T0TS , MÀXA r MÀXI.¡, MAXC , MAXS , DATESV )* IF *)

END

CHDÀTE
END

END.

//ao.INPUT DD *




